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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION 
Historical Development of American 
School Programs
There is a definite trend in education today to give 
reality to the school curriculum through the use of the re­
sources of the community. The more recent courses of study, 
the yearbooks of educational groups, and other educational 
literature indicate this trend*
The reasons for such a change in education are not 
difficult to find. A brief account of the development of 
American school programs may serve to suggest some of these* 
The first schools in America were established by com­
munity groups to meet real needs, and throughout the years 
the school has remained under the control of local groups. 
These controlling groups have been appointed at the will of 
the people. Financial aid and educational leadership have 
been provided through state and federal organizations, yet, 
the type of instruction and the general management of the 
school have been largely determined by the wishes of the peo­
ple, as expressed through their own boards of control. Thus 
the concern of the immediate community for the welfare of its 
school has remained an important factor in American education* 
The first schools were the products of the cooperative 
efforts of community groups. The men of the community worked
a
together to contribute the labor and the materials which went 
into the making of the first school buildings* Some local 
person taught in the school*
The chief aim of instruction was to make the people 
literate, since this was considered a pre-requisite to salva­
tion and good citizenship. The home and the community took 
care of the vocational, moral, and spiritual development of 
the children* Boys were instructed by their fathers in the 
necessary vocational skills, while the girls were instructed 
by their mothers in the skills of good home making. The pio­
neer men were of necessity quite versatile in manual arts* 
Their very existence depended upon their ability to become ef­
ficient in many kinds of work. Each had to be his own farmer, 
carpenter, cabinet maker, blacksmith; in short, a ”Jack-of- 
all-trades”* Similarly, the women developed resourcefulness 
in the art of home management and the production of certain 
needed articles. They made candles, soap and cloth, in ad­
dition to carrying the responsibility for preparing and pre­
serving foods, as well as making the family clothes and many 
household articles* The children learned these skills from 
their parents by actually helping to produce the goods needed 
in their own living. The children grew up with a first hand 
knowledge of the resources of their community because they 
worked with them daily* It may be truly said, then, that 
early education in America was definitely a function of the 
community as well as the school* Children took part in what
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was going on and thus learned the art of living in their com­
munities through actual participation. The shills mastered 
at school were useful to them in their life outside of school 
and in that period of "simplicity and stability, security and 
confidence", the school very probably was satisfactory, in 
that it met the needs for which it existed.
As the school program became established, it was rath­
er generally accepted, by both teachers and the other members 
of the community, that the role of the school was that of 
transmitting the culture recorded in books. This concept 
might have remained satisfactory for an indefinite period, had 
the country remained largely rural and agricultural. Changes 
took place in the nation very rapidly, however, and there a- 
rose economic and social forces which necessitated changes in 
the school program.
Along with man's resourcefulness in gaining and set­
tling the land, and providing the necessities of life, was a 
growing resourcefulness in other areas of pioneering. Towns 
and cities were established and man's inventive genius took 
form in the development of more centralized industry. Within 
the lifetime of many Americans, the nation changed from an 
agricultural to an urban type of civilization. Factories be­
gan to produce, in mass, implements which could do much of the 
work formerly done by man on the farm or in the home. In 
fact, machines rapidly displaced men in various fields of work. 
Thus, men and boys were forced to adjust themselves in new
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vocations in new places. The training which for years had 
been passed from father to son, or from family to family, be­
came the responsibility of the factory* The leaders in the 
factories were not prepared for this added responsibility, 
and in time made new demands on the schools.
The home, also, was greatly affected by these changes. 
Women went into factories and children were left more or less 
to shift for themselves. The character development and the 
vocational instruction formerly given in the home became neg­
lected* Many inventions came into use lessening the work in 
the home. Electric appliances, water systems, heating units,-- 
all reduced the duties of family life and took away from 
children some of the responsibilities they had been carrying. 
Problems of helping children get adjusted to these changed 
conditions were gradually shifted to the schools.
The migration of families to cities as a result of rap­
id industrialisation created numerous problems. In the urban 
areas housing facilities had to be provided. Problems in rec­
reation, health, crime, child labor, and poverty had to be 
faced. There were problems equally as serious for the rural 
people to meet. Their difficulties included securing labor, 
keeping up the land, unfair tax burdens on land, and maintain­
ing worthy standards of living when finances were inadequate.
Many inventions which could be developed for worthy or 
unworthy purposes came into existence. The radio, the auto­
mobile, the movies, the airplane, all served to bring the world
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closer together; yet, where there was unwise use of these 
machines, problems arose. While the automobile and the air­
plane minimized the problem of transportation and brought peo­
ple and places closer together, they increased problems in 
safety and health* Movies and the radio made available, 
quickly, the news and happenings of the times, but they also 
presented programs which affected emotional life of young peo­
ple and thereby brought additional responsibilities in educa­
tion* Here, again, the school was given new responsibilities* 
What was its function in helping with children’s development 
under such conditions?
Needless to say, the educational leaders as well as 
the people of the community were thrown into a state of confu­
sion by the multiplicity of problems* As a result of their ef­
forts to overcome the difficulties existing because of this 
great American transition, a number of adjustments got under­
way* In time, courses in character training, vocational educa­
tion, health education, and civic education, were added to the 
curriculum. Educational guidance, recreational guidance, and 
help in wise use of leisure time were undertaken by teachers*
One outstanding educator led in delving deeper into 
the trouble, and tried to analyze the fundamental problems of 
society and education* As early as 1899, John Dewey foresaw 
the inevitable changes in American education and society and 
wrote a book called School and Society* in which he expressed 
a new philosophy of education. He presented his idea of
education as a_social function, its aim being to pass on the 
social heritage. He maintained that there was a great waste 
for the child in the school due to the fact that he did not 
have an opportunity in the school itself to utilize the ex­
periences he got outside of school, nor did he have an oppor­
tunity to apply in his life outside of school the things that 
he learned in school* Dr, Dewey’s philosophy--that education 
is life, that we learn to live by living, and that the school 
is a social institution which should provide for continuous 
interaction between the child and his environment— -was not 
readily put into practice. In fact, although it has been ap­
proximately forty years since the book, School and &ociety 
was first published, the changes in school programs, both to 
make them more life-like and to make them a part of life it­
self, have been slow. Dewey and his co-workers had their fol­
lowers, however, and through the years those teachers who ac­
cepted this new philosophy have pioneered and have experiment­
ed with different practices. In many schools of today, the ex­
periments are in progress and children are being offered many 
vicarious experiences within the community living, and in some 
instances actual experiences arranged for participating in 
the life and work of the community*
The First World War and the economic depression which 
followed were also forces that greatly challenged the school 
to modify its program in terms of community needs and pur­
poses. People were told that the war was fought "to make the
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world safe for democracy”• This made them consider the mean­
ing of democracy* Critics of American schools pointed out the 
fact that the schools were not giving training in keeping with 
this great American ideal. They showed that the schools were 
not in line with the life of the community and that the actual 
needs of boys and girls in their adjustments to democratic liv­
ing were not being met.
The economic depression which followed after the war 
also stirred the people to a new evaluation of the school. One 
fact regarding the development of life in America stood out 
clearly; namely, that science and invention had brought about 
changes faster than the social order had been able to adjust 
to them. Naturally, educational leaders as well as others in 
the communities began to raise questions concerning the function 
of the schools in this crisis. How were children to be adjust­
ed to the changed country in which they were being reared?
Whose job was it to educate them in the ways of the confused 
social order? While neither laymen nor educators have agreed 
on what the schools should do or be, on one significant point 
there is marked uniformit5̂ of opinion: critics are well agreed 
that the schools have lacked contact with real life.'*’
The second world war brought to the educators renewed 
considerations of the function of the school in a democracy.
1 Lloyd Allen Cook, Community Backgrounds of Educa­
tion (New York and London: McGraw Kill Book Company, 1938), 
p. 5.
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From the faculty of Teachers College, Columbia University, 
comes this quotation:
"We believe, however, that as educators our primary 
responsibility and challenge is to help people of America 
gain a more adequate understanding of the ideals and of the 
conditions of the democratic way of life, and a more thor­
ough grasp of the implications, possibilities and dangers in 
the economic, social, political and moral forces now operat­
ing in the national and world situation"*^
In a bulletin of the Educational Policies Commission 
in which similar statements of the role of modern education 
are given, this quotation is found:
"It can provide opportunities to live democracy in 
the school and home, in the workshop and the market place* 
Slogans, rituals and appeals to emotion are not enough* 
Knowledge, reflections, and the master teacher, experience, 
are essential to moral d e f e n s e , " ^
If children are given opportunities to "live democ­
racy in the school and home, in the workshop and the mar­
ket place", this implies for the school a program which is 
in close relation to the life of the community. Problems 
being faced at home and in the community shall be faced at 
school. It seems reasonable to predict that such relation-
^ The Faculty of Teachers College, Columbia Univer­
sity, Democracy and Education in the Current Crisis, (New 
York City, August, 1940) , p.' 10,
^ Educational Policies Commission, Education and the 
Defense of American Democracy, (N. E. A. & A, A. S. A,, 
Washington, D, C., July, 1940), p. 13,
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ships should result in cooperative efforts for the improvement 
of living at the school and in the community if the true pur­
poses outlined above are to be attained#
As a result of all the challenges made to the schools 
through the workings of the different social and economic 
forces in the changing American life as well as world life, 
there are trends in education today 'which point to a more com­
munity-centered school of the future# In this community 
school, the chief aim is to bring about improved living in 
the community. The techniques used to accomplish this aim 
are twofold; the first, is the task of finding community re­
sources and problems, and the second is the job of providing 
school experiences which use the resources and help to solve 
the problems#
Two Community Schools are described in Clapp's book, 
Community Schools in Action# Dewey wrote the foreword in 
this book. In the concluding paragraph of his foreword he 
makes this statement concerning the schools in the study:
"They prove what the community can do for schools 
when the latter are actually centers of their own life. Here 
are cases in which communities develop themselves by means 
of schools which are centers of their own life. In conse­
quence, there is no detail of the following report which will 
not repay study. The report is a demonstration in practice 
in building a democratic life"*
While very few schools have actually attained this 
goal, many teachers are modifying their practices in their 
work with children to varying degrees through efforts to use
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and develop the resources of their communities• There is 
not a great deal of material in print to give proof of 
this fact, but in meetings where teachers exchange exper­
iences such evidence is frequently given* In the printed 
matter which the writer has seen, there are more suggestions 
of possible activities and discussions of the philosophy 
than records of actual work that has been done* In a recent 
bulletin of the State Department of Education of Virginia in 
a section headed Educational Responsibility, the following 
statement is found;
"Formerly, many persons thought that all education 
came from books and was largely obtained by attending the 
formally organised school. This thinking has been modified 
by recognising that education is not confined to information 
in books, but comes from all experiences* It is not, there­
fore, limited to activities in the home and school, but in­
cludes the whole environment of the community",^
Problem Stated
This study is an outgrowth of the writer's interest 
in observing the activities being provided for children in 
the schools within her working experience, and her effort 
to find to what extent the present day trend, in using the 
resources of the community in school work, was becoming ef­
fective in these particular schools. This resulted in col­
lecting a great variety of incidents concerning community re-
4 The Virginia Program for Improvement of Instruction, 
Handbook for Parents (Richmond: Division of Purchase and 
Printing, 194T5
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lationships from the school situations with which she was as­
sociated* These incidents served to challenge the thought of 
the writer in terms of apparent values to children* The in­
vestigation of these values, therefore, is the subject for 
this study; How Groups of Children Developed Values in Their 
School Work Through the Use of the Resources of Their Communi­
ties *
In the process of collecting and analyzing incidents 
three aims emerged; first, to show that there is a wide range 
of possible relationships between the school and the communitj/; 
second, to point out the values to children which are revealed 
in these community contacts; and third, to show that the val­




The incidents used in this study were gathered over a 
period of several years from schools in three Virginia 
Counties where the writer has worked in positions of school 
principal and elementary school supervisor, respectively*
There were in all thirty-eight schools and approximately one- 
hundred and ninety teachers with whom the writer was asso­
ciated* Each teacher worked, on the average, with approxi­
mately thirty children in a group. The incidents are ac­
counts of children’s experiences, but these accounts were
1 o.L  o
made available to the, writer through her associations with 
teachers as well as through her own observations in the 
classrooms•
Basis of Selection
Incidents were selected and described as objectively as 
possible whenever, in the opinion of the author, there existed 
evidence that the results obtained from them were valuable to 
the children in terms of the improved conditions noted in 
children's living. If children were exhibiting interest in 
new work, or if they virere obviously forming desirable habits 
in their everyday relations to people or things, it seemed 
reasonable to think that there was value in the community con­
tact* In one instance, unwillingness to work with others on 
the part of some children and specific tendencies to be destruc­
tive in the use of school property disappeared after a com­
munity enterprise was undertaken. Thus, the values were deter­
mined through evidences of interest, happiness, and worthy re­
sults in undertakings. Such changes were found sometimes 
while the activity was in progress, and sometimes in the new 
work which followed. When the writer, through visits in class­
rooms or through conferences with teachers, found such evidences 
of value in an activity involving community contacts, she se­
lected the Incident to be included in her collection.
Spec!fic Written Sources of Data
In one county children in all of the elementary
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schools contributed to a county bulletin which was issued 
three times during the year and was designed to give the 
children an opportunity to exchange news regarding the in­
teresting activities in their schools, and to stimulate in­
terest in more activities ’which involved the use of communi­
ty resources. These bulletins furnished a number of inci­
dents.
In the same county, provision was made for all school 
excursions in the community to be financed through the school 
board office, and school busses were used for transportation* 
Requests for trips were made to the office along with state­
ments of purposes in the trips and approval from the prin­
cipal and the supervisor. After the trips teachers and 
pupils evaluated their experiences and sent written reports 
made on special county forms to be filed in the school board 
office. This source furnished, about sixty accounts of field 
trips.
The writer kept her own daily memorandum book of schools 
visited and experiences noted* This was also a source of many 
data.
Qrganization of Data
Out of these records of her experiences in connection 
with schools for three years, the writer assembled the inci­
dents which were in the field of school and community rela-
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tionships. Upon revievi/ing these incidents for analysis, it 
was found that they represented different types of community 
contacts which could serve as a basis for grouping. Further 
analysis disclosed that there were fourteen types under which 
the incidents might be grouped. This finding constituted 
the outcome of the first step in the organization of the data# 
The incidents were next classified under the fourteen types 
of community resources thus found; for example: Using the 
Assistance of Talented and Skilled Adults in the Community.
The thirteen other classifications found appear in the con­
clusions, and are used as headings for grouping incidents 
which are analyzed in Chapter Two.
The second step was the selection of different inci­
dents from each classification for reproduction in this 
thesis and the analysis of the same to show varying values#
The records of these incidents selected with the analysis of 
each are given in Chapter Two. The incidents are recorded 
in an order of the writer's own choice, considered by her as 
helpful in showing the variations in values. There is no at­
tempt to produce a scale in the arrangement. This study, 
in the analysis of the values in the children's experiences, 
claims only to point out that there were unique differences 
arising in the ways in which the contacts were handled.
In the third step of the study, conclusions were 
drawn from the analysis. These conclusions are written in 
the form of discussions of the range of community contacts
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represented, of the types of values derived by the children, 
and of the variations in the values derived. These results 
of the investigation are given in Chapter Three, the closing 
chapter of the study.
CHAPTER II
INCIDENTS AND ANALYSES
This chapter includes all of the incidents selected 
to illustrate the uses of community resources in school 
life. The incidents are grouped under the classifications 
listed in the Introduction, page four. With each group 
of incidents an introduction and a conclusion are given.
The analysis of each incident follows the description*
Using the Assistance of 
Talented and Skilled Adults
That school is fortunate which is located in a 
community where the adult members give of themselves by 
sharing their individual abilities, talents and skills with 
children*
Every community has its artists, its musicians, its 
professional people, its skilled laborers, its travelers, 
its old people who gladly recall their past experiences, its 
business people, and its home makers, each of whom is a dif­
ferent personality with a specific ability to share. What a 
range of purposeful activities is jijossible when the school 
makes contacts with and uses these human resources!
As with all resources, the type of value realized de­
pends largely upon the kind of experience provided. There is 
a great difference between the results obtained by the child 
who merely recognizes what is being done by adults whom he
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knows in relation to material he is reading, thinking about, 
and discussing, and the results obtained by the child who is 
actually working side by side with those adults on jobs which 
need their advice and guidance*
The following incidents show some variations in the 
value of the contacts made with adults who contribute unique­
ly to their fellows*
A. One class which had been making a study of vocations
open to men and women today decided, after reading some books 
on the subject, to think in terms of their own community and 
list the names and numbers of people in various kinds of work, 
to get an idea of the fields of work open* The survey took 
place during the class hours with oral participation from the 
members* Information was recorded on the blackboard and 
later assembled in pupils* notebooks* As the group consist­
ed of boys and girls from all sections of the community, 
the information so gathered presented a fair picture of the 
occupations of the people of the community* This informa­
tion became statistical community data and was recorded with 
other facts gathered in a similar manner.
There was nothing particularly unusual in making this 
kind of reference to life in the community* No doubt every 
skillful teacher has employed some such means of getting 
reality tied up with printed matter* The facts assembled 
gave the pupils a consciousness of the range of work going 
on in their community. The more unusual value came through 
extending the method until fairly accurate data was gathered 
and compiled. Other values came through associating these 
data with statistical data compiled by adults, not only be­
cause this reflected value in the children's survey, but also 
because it helped them to realize the values of scientific
18
data*
B* A teacher in the intermediate grades invited the
author of a very popular series of books for children to 
visit the school and talk with a group of boys and girls 
about her experiences: including her family relationships, 
her early interest in books, and her first attempts at 
writing* She explained in detail how she wrote and got 
her books published* In response to the children's ques­
tions she gave some ideas which might help them develop 
their own interests in writing: such as being alert to 
happenings around them, developing the habit of jotting 
down interesting thoughts, being sensitive to the dif­
ferences in people, and having moments alone with their 
thoughts and reflections* Other questions discussed in­
cluded the length of time spent in writing a book, the a- 
mount of money received, and the characters in the visi­
tor's own stories* The visitor accepted an invitation to 
have lunch with one group in their classroom, where fur­
ther conversation took place.
This incident is stronger than the preceding one in 
the matter of contacts which, here, are person to person*
Such a contact is more stimulating than merely calling a 
person to mind. The teacher used this contact as an incen­
tive to creative writing by those members of her group who 
showed such tendencies*
Because of this association with the author of books 
they had read and because of her talks with them about the 
book characters they had liked, these particular children 
gained a distinct feeling of appreciation for those who 
write books* Later they naturally inquired about other au­
thors* Some saw themselves as authors when they wrote 
stories. The work of comparing their experiences in writing 
with those of one author they knew, yielded a respect for 
books* Books now became personal because real folks like
19
themselves made them.
C. A group of children who had worked out a unit on
safety found a Weekly Reader which gave some interesting facts 
about "seeing-eye11 dogs. Someone in the group knew a man in 
a nearby neighborhood who was blind and who had bought a 
"seeing-eye" dog. The man was invited to school to bring 
his dog and give some demonstrations showing how the dog 
guided him along safe places. He took pleasure in serving 
the children in this way.
Those teachers who find the exact moment to place 
children in contact with persons and things are particular­
ly to be appreciated. The group of children were in readi­
ness. They had questions they were eager to ask. A natural 
connection, not one of pity, was made.
A handicapped person has much to give children. His 
power to overcome difficulties arouses their respect. They 
weigh, unconsciously, the more basic values in living. They 
are challenged to think what they would do in a like situa­
tion.
D. The boys in the upper grades of a small rural school
were making the stage and scenery for their Christmas pag­
eant. They were having construction difficulties. The 
boys knew a carpenter who could help them. Upon their re­
quest he gladly came to the school and worked with them un­
til they succeeded in getting their job finished satisfac­
torily.
Here was a job up to the children. A neighbor could 
do well, something on which they needed help. His becoming 
a worker with them on their job quickened their readiness 
to give energy not demanded of them. Carpentry work was 
a more worthy process to these youngsters because of the
20
adult1s participation in their undertakings.
A man who was a recognized authority on coins, visited 
the school in his community and exhibited a part of his large 
coin collection. He talked with the children about hobbies 
and explained how he began his hobby. He told how his col­
lection had grown over a period of years. He described the 
various contacts with people his hobby had brought him. The 
exhibit was placed in the school cafeteria. The children 
went down in small groups, looked at the coins, asked ques­
tions, and shared with the visitor accounts of their own 
hobbies. The school had already set up as a goal for the 
year one hundred percent acquirement of hobbies for pupils 
and teachers. The visitor came on the children1 s invitation 
and was introduced to the group by the chairman of the Hobby 
Committee. The Hobby Committee had sought and used various 
means of stimulating interest throughout the school. The 
visitor came when the interest was at its height and when 
children were preparing to exhibit and tell about their own 
hobbies. This experience with an adult led the children to 
find out more about other adults’ hobbies. They finally in­
vited the school patrons to exhibit their hobbies at school 
also. Many patrons cooperated. A splendid display of varied 
and valuable hobbies was made by both parents and children*
The children realized that an adult who had won rec­
ognition in the community as an authority on the hobby he 
had developed could contribute richer to their program. The 
still greater value came through their being led into inves­
tigations of other adults’ hobby interests. This disclosed 
to them the range, the value, and the benefits possible in 
this leisure time activity*
F. In one rural elementary school the children, the
teachers, and one mother, who is a botanist, have undertaken 
as a three year project a study of the plant life of their 
community and the beautification and utilization of their en­
tire school grounds, which consist of several acres* The 
activities were planned to fit into the regular school day as 
a part of the routine work. Flower beds, vegetable gardens, 
an outdoor fireplace, rustic seating, table arrangements 
nearby, transplanting of native trees along walk-ways and
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bird feeding stations were provided for in the plans* Other 
activities to be included are: field trips through the 
woods to identify trees and plants, conservation of wild life, 
exchanging plants in home and school gardens, learning the 
harmful and the helpful insects and birds and experimenting 
with flower arrangements and interior school decoration* The 
aforementioned mother agreed to enter into these activities 
regularly and to secure the help of other mothers whenever 
po ssible.
One day, while the writer was visiting a classroom in 
this school, two children from another room came in and 
brought two large charts on which flowers had been mounted* 
There was some writing under each flower which gave its name 
and other information about it. The children explained that
they had sent flowers from their garden to Mrs.____________,
their helper in the garden work, while she was sick* She, 
in turn, had made these charts, sending them one blossom from 
each spring flower blooming in her garden. The children were 
sharing their treasure with schoolmates by going from room to 
room showing the charts and telling about them*
In the first grade room one morning a little girl was 
standing at an easel drawing a picture. She looked out of 
the window and saw a bluebird feeding at one of their bird 
feeding stations* She drew a bluebird on a branch of the 
tree and said softly to herself, "There Is a bluebird in the
tree singing so sweetly to me"*
A fifth grade boy said one day while writing in his 
memory book about a recent field trip, "I’m going to call 
this write-up, WOODS IN WINTER, because I've learned that 
woods in winter are just as pretty and interesting as at any 
other time."
These are only a few of the many Interesting experi­
ences which were an outgrowth of this situation.
In this case a whole school was operating on a rather 
high level of experiences with adults. Their common activi­
ties resulted in improved school grounds and buildings* They 
had recreational spots which might be enjoyed by the whole 
community for games, picnics and other gatherings.
This incident shows how information came to children 
very naturally* Through spontaneous efforts they were better 
informed about the plant life of their community, its preserva­
tion and use*
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Far deeper than what one may observe as the immediate 
results, is an effect on the thinking, working and feeling 
of the children. There were times when their ideas were pre­
sented and recognized by adults* For example, in this situ­
ation different children made scale drawings to show how they 
thought their grounds might look. One of the plans was ac­
cepted by both children and adults. Children learned that at 
other times they should listen understandingly when adults 
speak. They followed instructions because they recognized 
that an adults' advice was needed in particular jobs. At 
still other times they accepted responsibility and used free­
dom with this responsibility. In this enterprise there was 
much that had to be done by children without direct supervision 
from adults. There were times when children and adults to­
gether weighed and evaluated actions. Sometimes there were 
handicaps to overcome. A group of boys outside of the school 
maliciously destroyed the gardens and tore down the fireplace. 
This difficulty was finally overcome because both the children 
and the adults showed their determination to go on by rebuild­
ing after each act of destruction.
The children became keener observers in their community 
and developed a resourcefulness for enjoying the beauty in 
their own surroundings. Some began doing work in their re­
spective home surroundings* Some found hobby interests through 
their work. One mother said that her boys were not so anxious 
to go away from home and their immediate community for rec-
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reational interests after they developed so many local in­
terests in flowers, trees, gardens, and birds*
Conclusion
These incidents serve to guide one's thinking into 
the possibilities of giving children the values to be gained 
through associations with adults in their community*
People, communities and countries are so close to­
gether today, because of the highly mechanized world in which 
they exist, that the need for forming the habit of adjusting 
to a wide range of contacts, in varied settings, is con­
sidered a basic need in children's development* The experi­
ences described in these six incidents illustrate some ways 
through which this need may be met.
Through such experiences as those described it is pos­
sible for children to become aware of the special abilities 
of people. Through a greater number of such contacts with 
people in different walks of life it seems that children may 
form the habit of looking for something worthwhile in every 
individual. By considering the contributions which these 
people make, children gain a consciousness of the great inter­
dependence existing in group life. By working with these peo­
ple on school and community projects they gain experience in 
cooperative community living.
Making School Excursions in the Community 
School excursions into the community are becoming more
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and more popular as a means of bringing actual life situations 
into children's experiences. Teachers and pupils canvass their 
communities to find resources for enlarging and clarifying 
work already begun, or to explore entirely new fields which 
will stimulate them to new ideas, new interests, and new know­
ledge .
Each trip should justify itself as a worthwhile experi­
ence by furnishing satisfactory answers to such questions as:
Is the trip one within the child's understanding? Will he 
get ideas which will clarify or extend his thinking? Does 
the trip help settle some points which have been under dis­
cussion? Will the ideas or attitudes formed on the trip be 
constructive in that he feels differently about people and 
work and about the services he receives? Has he had con­
tacts which will add to his ability to sense values in a 
wider range of varied situations? Did the trip help him 
build a resourcefulness for later experiences? Did his 
thinking and planning enter into the making of the arrange­
ments for the trip?
The following incidents and analyses will give evi­
dence of some such experiences in this field of community 
relationships•
A. A teacher in a one-room rural school writes that she
took her pupils in the first through the fourth grades to 
a large city theater to see the picture "Pinocchio". She 
had previously read the story to them. Some of the children 
had heard the story over the radio. Attending a large 
theater, each buying his own ticket, and seeing in the movies 
a story he had read, was something new for this group.
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Having this experience with the class as a whole gave 
the pupils material for animated comparison of facts, ideas 
and feelings gained from observation. To be sure, there was 
little to use in classroom activities so far as the story 
,1Pinocchio, was concerned. Possibly drawings and dramatics 
may have been rather spontaneous outcomes if the children had 
'become accustomed to free expression. If they had not, it 
was an opportunity for the teachers to foster such. The 
greater value for these children, so far as later experiences 
were concerned, lay, perhaps, in their having made contacts 
with a community institution which was new to them. Reading 
and hearing about pictures shown in large theaters had.a dif­
ferent meaning after this trip. They could visualize them 
better. Enjoying this fun with the large crowd attending the 
movie widened their area of living; they felt themselves a 
part of a much larger group than any to which they had been 
accust omed.
B. Several years ago, before rural schools were doing much
about excursions, two high school teachers in a small rural 
community planned an excursion to Washington for their Juniors 
and Seniors. This combination group was studying United 
States History and United States Government. The trip came 
in the late soring. No plans for visiting specific places 
of interest grew out of the study. These plans were left to 
an adult citizen of the community who had lived in Washing­
ton, and wrho volunteered to go ahead of the group and plan 
the day by making arrangements with guides for taking the 
group through the places they desired to visit. The distance 
to Washington was about two hundred miles. The school charter­
ed a Greyhound bus, and left at 4:30 A. M. Throughout the 
day, they went continuously from one place of interest to 
another. Some of the places they visited were, the mint, the 
Capitol, the White House, the Lincoln memorial, tne Jashington
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Monument, the National Museum, the Arlington War Memorial, 
and the Congressional Library* The group left Washington 
at 8:00 p. m. after having supper at a Child's restaurant.
On the first school day after they returned, they 
spent a class hour in reviewing some of the experiences of 
the trip.
The boys and girls in the situation described were 
getting a wide range of contacts with institutions of nation­
al interest. They lived for a day in a larger community than 
they had ever seen before. Lack of previous planning which 
grew out of work at school limited the richness of purpose 
motivating the trip. The children did get a "bird's eye” 
view of many places which enter frequently into people's 
conversations and which appear in printed matter, in news­
reels and in their school studies. All of these no doubt 
had a new meaning and laid a foundation for worthwhile future 
experiences. These young people gained a better understand­
ing of the life and work at their nation's capitol*
Some of the results were not so obvious. For example, 
to get the full benefits of the excursion the individual 
found it necessary to control his impulses and to discipline 
himself to a plan without the teacher's requiring this of him* 
On the particular occasion described, one pupil who failed 
to exercise self-control, was lost from the group and was con­
siderably frightened.
G. A second grade group read some interesting stories
about farm life. Several in the group had visited farms.
They shared their experiences in discussion. The group de­
cided that it would be fun to draw pictures of what they ex-
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pected to see if they yisited a farm* The pictures were made 
into a large frieze and placed on one side of the room. The
children found that they could take a trip to a large dairy
farm and had fun planning how they would spend their time 
there. On this trip more was found than they had anticipated. 
The children came back with many new ideas for activities.
Some made a frieze of what they actually saw on their visit 
to the farm and put it on the side of the room opposite from 
the first frieze. Comparison of the two friezes was an en­
joyable experience. Others built a miniature farm in one 
corner of the room. Everyone had a great deal to do acting 
workers on the farm and talking about how plants, animals
and people on farms serve others.
The children were ready for the trip because of work 
already going on. They clarified their thinking and found 
stimulation for new ideas leading to new activities. Many of 
the services to which they had always been accustomed, became 
more significant when they thought of them in terms of the 
animals and the people they had seen and read about.
The fact that the trip in the community enriched the 
children's thinking and working, just when they had used up 
their own and the school's resources, makes it particularly 
significant. Their observations were better because of 
plans made before going. Their ability to build the new on 
the old and to continue their work already begun helped them 
form the habit of using varied settings to contribute to 
their growing knowledge in a field. They went from stories 
in books, to stories in their own living, to using their 
imagination in drawing, to true life situations. They found 
each experience adding richness and leading to further experi 
ences.
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D. Two teachers, working in- one large room with forty
six-year old girls and boys were eager to discover possibil­
ities for growth in each individual* There were games, songs, 
dances, stories, pictures, discussions, art work, and other 
activities. Yet, the children seemed limited in experiences 
which they cared to share. Finally a trip was planned. The 
children took part in the planning. They were to visit some 
nearby places of interest and to meet some community workers* 
A picnic lunch was prepared and the trip was made in a large 
school bus*
One teacher arranged the trip so that all of the lit­
tle visitors were well received. A traffic officer met the 
group on a corner at a traffic light and directed them across 
the street. The children were delighted when the policeman 
rode up on his motorcycle to greet them. They all joined in 
singing their policeman song which they had learned at school. 
He was so delighted with the children that he went with them 
to several places. They visited a bakery and were shown all 
the processes in the making of bread. They visited a fire 
department and were very much entertained by the fireman who 
showed them just what happened at a fire station when an 
alarm came in. They visited the post office and met the post­
master. They ate lunch in a park and the children were very 
careful to observe the regulations for leaving everything 
in good condition. There was great concern when a few chil­
dren let the wind blow some of their paper away. These 
papers had to be chased and brought back to the trash cans 
because "good citizens keep parks clean".
The freedom to express themselves through drawing, 
talking and acting brought forth some most interesting re­
sults. The children became individuals and each expressed 
what he felt and shared his product with others. Later, the 
whole group painted a mural on "Our Trip". Many activities 
and interests grew out of this trip. The children began to 
observe their community more and each day individual members 
of the group brought in new ideas or things*
Memories of that trip lingered all through the year*
The children made comparisons of the work which grew out of 
the trip and the work which they did later. Many compari­
sons came out in conversation about improvements in art work. 
This was entirely voluntary on the part of the children.
Other trips were made during the year and each seemed more 
worthwhile than the previous one. They kept their first 
big mural on the wall and often looked at it and referred to 
it as the job they did when they were "just babies" entering 
school. They even pointed out ways in which they had grown 
since that first big group activity.
The experience on this trip gave the children a better 
understanding of both the people and the places visited. The
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policeman who greeted them and guided them safely through 
traffic helped them understand that policemen are friends 
and that they are not to be feared because they help enforce 
the law# Firemen were more interesting to these children 
after they saw one group of firemen at a fire station and 
understood how all their equipment had to be kept in readi­
ness for calls. A loaf of bread was more appreciated after 
they saw the people and the processes involved in its prep­
aration#
As similar experiences continued the children had much 
from their own lives to help them understand what they found 
in books and pictures# When later in the year, reading in 
books became a daily activity, the teacher stated she be­
lieved that all of these relationships with their community 
had made her group the best readers she ever had in a begin­
ning class* She said she had marveled at their varied in­
terests and at the information which they gave freely and 
naturally after their first excursion had ouened avenues forX
animated conversations, original drawings and many other 
activities#
E# A group of sixth grade children had made a detailed
study of the production of cotton and the manufacturing of 
cotton material* They lived in a community where cotton 
was grown as one of the money crops and they were interested in 
finding out what happened to the big bales of cotton shipped 
away from their farms. They read extensively, held group dis­
cussions about their findings and ordered a few free ex­
hibits from cotton manufacturers# The teacher and the 
children then planned a trip to a large cotton mill in a 
nearby town where they saw, and had guides tell about,
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every process in the making of cotton c-loth after the bales 
of cotton reached the mill. They followed this visit with 
several group discussions through which they related what 
they had seen with their previous school work.
In addition to clarifying investigations already made, 
this excursion gave these children a different feeling about 
cotton material. Actually watching the product from their own 
farms go through different kinds of machinery operated by many 
different people and come out a finished material ready for 
people to use gave them a true appreciation of a raw product 
which had heretofore been accepted without much thought about 
the plants, the people and the machinery back of finished cot­
ton goods. Their own work at home in the cooton fields be­
came a more dignified job when they understood that the results 
of their labor would be made into articles
ful to themselves and others. They realized that they were 
a part of a much larger world than they had visualized be­
fore. This excursion was especially important for this group 
of children because it had a relationship with their school 
work, their home life, and the produce of their own manual 
labor.
Conclusion
School excursions have proved a most valuable means of 
broadening children’s understanding of their communities and 
of the great network of inter-dependence existing in group 
life today.
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Even though trips vary in the ways they are used, every 
worthwhile contact which the child may have with the actual 
life of his community serves to increase his ability to under­
stand and appreciate places, people and the problems involved 
in living# The experience of seeing things as they truly are, 
operating in their own settings, and performing the work for 
which they exist gives one a sense of reality which is hard to 
get in any other way#
Some trips described grew out of problems being faced 
by children and teachers at school and involved children’s ex­
pressing their own purposes, plans, and thoughts. These of­
fered better learning situations* Children recognize the 
value of the resources in their community when they have the 
opportunity to see relationships to their own problems. The 
height of satisfaction is realized probably when, through see­
ing relationships in the world of work, they see themselves 
either actual or potential contributors to the welfare of 
others.
Having Personal Interviews with Adults
In addition to using the human resources of the communi­
ty by having adults visit the school to help with work and 
through visits by groups to community places, there is another 
contact which plays a most important part in the lives of 
children. It is an interview with the right person at the 
right time. Adults enjoy being asked by young people to share
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the benefits of their experiences*. Young people feel a growing 
sense of importance in their own undertakings when adults, who 
are particularly admired, take the time for interviews*
Both pupils and teachers can develop a sensitivity to 
such opportunities whereby they realize how great a contribu­
tion it makes to their work* A groujj of thirty boys and girls 
would have acquaintances among many people of varying abili­
ties and interests. Much is to be gained when each member of 
the group assumes the responsibility of frequently thinking 
over his circle of acquaintances to single out the one who 
may be interviewed when his advice or store of information 
is needed*
The opportunities for learning are numerous. In ad­
dition to gaining the needed information or guidance the 
child finds many opportunities for growth in human relation­
ships. He must learn to be considerate of others in arranging 
the convenient time and place. He must think through what he 
wishes to learn from the Interview and must state his prob­
lem clearly. He may grow in the art of conversation through 
his interviews* If he meets strangers there are opportunities 
for developing poise through these relationships. He gets 
practice in the art of adjusting to people. He learns to 
convey to others In his school groups the ideas he acquired 
when he assumed responsibility for getting information for 
them*
The following incidents are a few illustrations of the
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of the ways some pupils are using such interviews*
A. The mother of a little girl in a third grade had vis­
ited in Switzerland* When the third grade children began 
reading and planning activities around life in this country 
the little girl volunteered to talk with her mother and 
plan a report for the class. The mother told her daughter 
about many interesting experiences and helped her prepare 
an outline from which she could make a report to the class* 
The children showed interest and pleasure in the report*
They were stimulated to further investigation by reading and 
other activities*
Pictures and stories in books had added attractions 
for the children in this group because the mother of one 
of their own members could verify them -with accounts of her 
visit to the places mentioned* They appreciated, too, the 
fact that these accounts were made available by the member 
who was willing to assume responsibility for getting ac­
curate information and presenting it to them.
The response of children to the interesting results 
obtained through this interview probably encouraged others 
to be keen to sense suitable occasions to give the group 
the benefit of information they too could gain through 
interviews*
B* A sixth grade groiip were making a study of trans­
portation facilities in the U. S. They were interested in 
discussing how machines used for transportation have af­
fected our ways of living. They made some surveys of the 
means of transportation within their own experiences. They 
became interested in data on the number of cars in use, 
values, increases in number over a period of years and 
variations in prices. One little girl said her father 
worked in the highway department and would probably be 
able to get some information for them. She talked with 
him and he found the statistical data which she wanted*
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He also brought her a supply of additional material on trans­
portation in the U. S,
This incident is very similar to the first both in the 
type of relationship and in the value to be recognized. Here, 
however, a person is able to help because of his daily work. 
The child was conscious of the fact that her father's job 
put him in a position to find needed information and she 
sought his help. As a result the entire group must have felt 
the close relationship of the problem being studied to pres­
ent day living#
C, A high school girl became very much interested in know­
ing the history of her school in order that she might trace 
the growth which had taken place since the first public 
school was established in the community. She decided to in­
terview a number of old people who had lived all their lives 
in the community. She decided also to interview some young­
er people who could supply information and ask them questions 
about the school they attended. The people interviewed were 
delighted to review their school past. When the history 
was completed it contained interesting descriptions of the 
buildings from the first school held in a local church on 
to the larger consolidated high school then in use. There 
were interesting accounts, too, of the curricula offered 
during the years. Descriptions of pupils and teachers who 
had been remembered were very interesting to many who read 
them.
This history became the property of the school li­
brary and the source of material for a possible commence­
ment program which might be a dramatization of "Our School 
Through the Years",
The old people of this community could give to this
young person information which she could not get from any 
other source. The activities of these people had repre­
sented the normal life of their community. Because of 
their age and experience they# in thair later years, had a
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contribution to make to youth by relating their past. As a 
result, the girl felt a stronger tie in her relationships 
with the people of her community. She saw more people, 
just average people, becoming contributors to her interests 
and activities.
In addition to increasing her own circle of relation­
ships she was contributing to her school by writing its his­
tory. Aside from being interesting reading for those who 
cared to know the past history of their school there were 
possibilities that it might incite others to seek ways of 
continuing the school’s progress through the years,
D. A first-year high school group of girls and boys were
making a study of vocations open to men and women today. The 
group decided that each member should interview a person in a 
different field of work to find out just what qualifications 
one should have to do that job. After his interview each mem­
ber was to make a report to his classmates.
The one interview which the writer knows about was 
described by the father of a boy who had volunteered to inter­
view a banker. The boy made an appointment by phone and the 
father took him in to the large city bank which he had chosen, 
and left him to handle his own interview. The banker re­
ceived him in his private office and talked with him, answer­
ing his questions. He took the boy through the bank and ex­
plained the work of each department. The boy received much 
new information. According to the father's report, however, 
the greater value to the boy came through the manner in 
which he was received. In the attitude of the banker there 
was a seeming respect for him as a person. The father, in 
commenting some time later, said he believed it was one of 
the most valuable experiences of his son's school year.
This parent's evaluation gives an insight into the 
worth of this interview which others less closely associated 
with the boy would not get. The boy must have presented his 
problem well to have received such consideration from the
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banker interviewed* After the conference he undoubtedly 
realized a feeling of genuine purpose in the investigation 
he had made* A business man, whose time was valuable, had 
found an hour to discuss with him a mutually interesting 
problem*
The similar experiences of others in the group makes 
this an outstanding incident* The members of the whole group 
were facing questions which would assist them in choosing 
an occupation.
Conclusion
Personal interviews may provide an experience for the 
individual which a group contact may not give. In the per­
sonal interview the child must rely upon his own ability to 
approach people ana to assume responsibility for getting 
what he wants from the individual with whom he talks.
Whenever people may be found to verify or clarify the 
thinking, growing out of children's experiences in school the 
alert teacher and his pupils are likely to recognize the op­
portunities and take advantage of them.
The immediate purpose is to get information or ad­
ditional help on the problem at hand. A far deeper and more 
lasting value is probably the one to be gained through ex­
periences in human relationships*
To many teachers living richly with children im­
plies providing many contacts with people of all walks of 
life, and recognizing worth in them when they contribute
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their time, their thought, their work or their fun*
Using the Free Services of Persons and Mate­
rials Provided Through Community Institutions
In schools where teachers and pupils have the freedom 
to create an atmosphere of real living, the classroom scenes 
change frequently because both teachers and pupils take ad­
vantage of the free services which make such changes pos­
sible* When school life takes care of the childrens needs 
and interests, they in their enthusiasm, reach out into 
the community and adults willingly lend materials and ser­
vices.
Business organizations,have many free services, not 
only because they wish to help, but also because they re­
alize that when they interest children in what they have to 
offer they have done one of their best jobs of advertising*
A glimpse into a few situations where such services 
are proving valuable will serve best to explain some of 
these resources:
A. A group of seventh grade pupils wrote a book of poems
which they illustrated with their own original drawings.
They desired to give this piece of work to their school 
library but wanted to get it properly bound. A father, who 
worked in a book binding shop, had the book bound in leather, 
free of charge. He had become interested through the enthusi­
asm of his own child ?;ho was participating in the writing of 
the book*
A school job so interested children that they were 
stimulated to share their experiences and plans at home. As
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a result they received a parent's cooperation and a rather 
fine piece of work was contributed to the school library. 
There was increased satisfaction for this group in the value 
of their work when an adult thought it worth being bound like 
other library books. No doubt there was greater interest, 
too, in the work done in book binding after their own crea­
tive job had been well bound for library use.
B. A group of first grade children were found one day
busily preparing to paint their play house and to clean and 
rearrange their furniture to make -ready for a two weeks 
visit from "Patsy Doll". The Patsy Doll Project is a free 
service from the Dairy Council. Patsy is a large doll 
equipped with clothes, toys, bed and linens, breakfast 
table and chair set, dishes, toothbrush, washcloths, towels, 
and brush and comb. She comes to live with the children for 
a period of two weeks. During this time they take her 
through the activities which make the usual day for a healthy 
child. They see that she drinks milk each day. Experiences 
with Patsy lead to many new activities for first grade chil­
dren.
The use of materials and activities attractive to 
them guided these children into an evaluation of their own 
ways of living. They became conscious of the value of many 
of their own daily activities when they were responsible for 
seeing that Patsy spent the day as a normally healthy child 
should. On many occasions they were observed to be checking 
themselves on their personal habits and without any sugges­
tion from the teacher. This close relationship to their 
everyday doings makes this incident meaningful.
C. The "White Rat Project", which was another service of-
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fered by the Dairy .Council, caused a group of seventh grade 
pupils to become keenly interested in science* They were 
able to borrow two white rats and to conduct a feeding ex­
periment over a period of six weeks to show the value of 
milk in the diet. The Council sent written information for 
building the cages for the rats, for cleaning the cages, and 
for caring for the rats. When all preparations had been made 
the rats were brought to the school and explanations regard­
ing the experiment were given. The children brought food from 
their homes and followed instructions in caring for the rats. 
At intervals of two weeks the representative from the Dairy 
Council visited the school and brought scales for the chil­
dren to weigh the rats and note the changes taking place be­
cause of differences in diet. This experiment stimulated an 
interest in further scientific investigations which lasted 
through the year. At the close of the experiment the entire 
group visited the Medical College of Virginia where they saw 
many experiments being conducted with rats and where they 
heard a very interesting lecture explaining how these exper­
iments functioned in studies made at the college*
A still higher level of activity is represented in 
the situation described above. These children found oppor­
tunities to understand and appreciate the problems involved 
in scientific investigations by using free equipment from 
a science laboratory*
They became conscious of the importance of correct­
ly established scientific data when one of the group failed 
to follow directions and fed both rats milk. This made all 
of their data invalid and the experiment had to be started 
all over again.
Further values in this experience were evident when 
these children continued their science interests and made 
other experiments of different types during the year.
D. A seventh grade group wanted draperies for their win­
dows* This was one of their projects for making their room 
more attractive. They held a class discussion to decide
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on the kind of draperies to buy. Someone suggested that they 
could get expert advice if they went to the house furnish­
ings department of one of the leading department stores in 
a nearby city. The group appointed a committee to attend to 
the matter. This committee made an appointment with the in­
terior decorator employed by the store to assist customers. 
They talked over their plans with her and she explained sev­
eral possibilities in types of drapes to be used. She showed 
them samples and let them make their own choice. She gave 
suggestions for making and hanging the draperies. When the 
work was completed and the draperies were hung at the win­
dows everyone was delighted with their appearance*
This was a worthwhile experience. Here was a class­
room which children wished to make attractively livable.
They received the same attention which an adult would receive 
if he were faced with the same problem. They gained an in­
creased appreciation of the services rendered in stores and 
of the time and thought which goes into the selection of the 
suitable materials to create the right atmosphere in rooms.
No amount of reading in books to learn these things could sub­
stitute for the value of having this first hand experience in 
doing the job.
The teacher and the children in a first grade situation 
built in their room a rather large cage for pets. During the 
year young pets from different homes came to spend a day or 
maybe several days in this school room. One morning a little 
boy came in with five young puppies which had recently come 
to his home. His father brought them to school in his car to 
spend the day and he returned for them in the afternoon. 
Another day a pet chicken occupied the cage. Another time 
there were rabbits. When these visitors came they furnished 
many activities for the day; - talks about pets, stories in 
books, songs, pictures in books, pictures drawn in school, 
stories composed individually and in groups and the feeding 
and care of pets.
The keen foresight of the teacher was responsible for
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a plan which provided a continuity of undertakings throughout 
the year. The provision for continuous interaction between 
home life and school life, in these enterprises, was of es­
pecial worth in giving reality to the school life of these 
children.
The experiences which developed during the year of­
fered varied learning situations. Different pets required 
special kinds of attention in respect to food, cleanliness and 
general habits.
Books, stories, pictures, and all means of creative ex­
pressions were more important when the children’s own live 
pets furnished the background of interest.
F. A group of fourth grade girls and boys had enjoyed to­
gether a great many library books. When one of the group 
found a good book he talked about it with the others. One 
morning a member of the class reported that she had heard that 
the "Story Book Lady”, who often entertained young people over 
the radio, was employed in the book department of a large 
store and would visit classrooms and tell stories for girls 
and boys. This was most welcome news. Investigations were 
made and it was found that the "Story Book Lady" would come 
if the School provided transportation for her. The children 
asked for help at home. Two mothers volunteered to go for 
the lady.
When she came she brought a number of new books from 
the store for the children to see. She told them several good 
stories. They had read some of them and some were new to 
them. They discussed stories and characters which they liked. 
There was time for browsing through the new books. The chil­
dren were so thrilled with this visitor that they had her 
come a second time.
After these experiences the pupils and the teacher de­
cided on some new books to be selected for their school li­
brary for another year. Needless to say the children valued 
their story hours more and grew in their own ability to in­
terest their group with new stories.
The high degree of cooperative living implied in this
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story makes it worthy of considerable attention. The chil­
dren’s own class activities gave them a knowledge of books 
which enabled them to assist in suggesting new books to be 
bought for their school library. This was a responsibility 
usually left to teachers*
The children knew; that their undertakings had proved 
worthy when they saw that these activities had not only con­
tributed to their immediate pleasure but also had given them 
the ability to make contributions to plans for the future.
Conclusion
These incidents serve to suggest only a few of the 
many possibilities open to pupils and teachers for bringing 
life into school activities by the use of free services 
available in homes, stores and other community institutions* 
Both teachers and pupils have to be free to think 
and plan whenever new interests and needs arise. Freedom 
and the cooperative planning give pupils a sense of respon­
sibility for the success of their own school life*
Having Contacts with Peo­
ple through Correspondence
An adult can recall those days in his school experi­
ence when he was supposed to have learned the art of letter 
writing. First, there was drill on the form. He was 
drilled in placing the various parts of the letter in their 
proper settings, making sure of good margins. When he was
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skilled in the form, then only, could he fill in the spaces 
with imaginary ideas for imaginary people. He wrote business 
letters, friendly letters, informal and formal notes. All 
this was a formal drill process. Regardless of where he 
lived or what his need might be, he was drilled in all the 
formal and informal writings required of people in adult 
life. It was a lifeless academic procedure.
The picture is changing greatl3r today because modern 
teachers strive to make every school experience practical. 
Many teachers who are quick to be aware of the opportune 
moments for learning experiences find with children frequent 
needs for writing to people. There are occasions for in­
vitations to be given, for "thank you" notes, for accounts 
of interesting happenings to be written to people who are 
concerned about the school life of boys and girls, for re­
quests for information and for business letters.
The incidents which follow will show some procedures 
which are being used to satisfy children's needs in written 
contacts with people.
A. In one school which the writer has visited, when a
letter is to be written, everyone in the group writes a let­
ter or note, then the group votes on the one to be sent.
This is used as a language assignment. Such assignments 
may be letters of invitations, letters expressing apprecia­
tion and thanks for services rendered, or letters of sym­
pathy.
Very likely this practice is used by a great many 
teachers. Children find purpose in their writing when their
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letters are actually sent to people#
B# Another group always composed their letters which the
teacher suggested that they write* Each member of the group 
was encouraged to contribute what he wished until a letter 
which satisfied the group was written on the board# Then one 
member was selected to do the copying and mail the letter#
When this procedure is used more children get oppor­
tunities to express their respective ideas than in incident 
one, where only one letter is chosen out of the number writ­
ten. The members of the group feel more a part of the ex­
perience when they must compose the letter cooperatively*
C# The children in one elementary school, which the writer
visits, assume responsibility for all written contacts with 
adults# Invitations, notes of thanks, announcements, re­
quests for services, letters of sympathy and letters of con­
gratulations are group activities. Sometimes every individ­
ual is responsible for writing to someone# Sometimes a com­
mittee, and sometimes one person is chosen for the job*
Often the letters are read to the group for approval. The 
children are always encouraged to be creative in that they 
put their own feelings and thoughts expressed in ways char­
acteristic of themselves in their written language. Several 
letters from this school illustrate this#
Dear Miss___________
We are going to have a Christmas party. We have a 
big fat tree, and it is a pretty green tree. The tree is 
right by the radiator and we hope it will not dry up#
Our party is at 2 o'clock. We have drawn our Christ­
mas picture.
We have decorated our room#
With many returns,




As you already know our SCA sponsors a flower show 
every year and the time has come for the one this year* 7/e 
hope you won’t have any appointments for Wednesday, October 
4 at 10:00 A. M. because we would love to have you come*
You will meet many varieties of flowers there, Mr. Dahlia 
and Mrs. Petunia and all the rest. They are all waiting to 
meet you*
Sincerely yours,
(written by a seventh grade 
girl)
Dear Miss__________
The seventh grade girls and boys of our school wish 
to thank you for your kindness in lending us your typewriter.
Besides accomplishing our effort in making a poem book, 
we had many good times with it also*
We were so pleased with it, that at recess we typed 
letters to kinsfolk and members of the class. We also 
wrote notes to each other (but Mrs. Carter doesn't know it)*
We had many good times using it and thanks a lot.
Yours sincerely,
The Seventh (Trade
Much more writing comes from a situation of this kind. 
Children recognize the fact that they are responsible not 
only for writing but also for remembering to write, when the 
occasions arise* Children enjoy, too, the freedom for 
originality. Each letter gives evidence of this through some 
unusual expression. "Mr. Dahlia and Mrs. Petunia" in the 
second letter is one piece of such evidence. These experi­
ences grow in richness when adults express their appreciation 
of the letters and their unique sayings*
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D. A group of seventh grade pupils were having class
discussions around the general topic of World Peace* This 
was in the spring of 1939 and these girls and boys were con­
cerned about what part they might play as young people in 
contributing to a World Peace. They had some printed materi­
al and they had heard talks on the subject but they wanted 
to get some definite ideas for themselves. They decided that 
they would like to know what some people in different voca­
tions thought. Each pupil in the group agreed to write to 
one person whose opinion they all would respect and ask for 
a written comment. A doctor, a minister, a college president, 
and a teacher were some of the people who were chosen for 
this correspondence. The response from the adults was most 
satisfying to the boys and girls. They received long let­
ters which showed that the adults considered their requests 
worthy of considerable thought on their part. Some adults 
sent additional materials for the class files. These let­
ters contributed many ideas for the class discussions. Later 
two members from this group were chosen to represent their 
school in a discussion on World Peace with boys and girls 
from ten other schools. They felt that their help from 
adults had given them a better background for this experi­
ence.
This incident represents a more unusual type of experi­
ence in written contacts. Children sensed a need for adult 
ideas and wrote to persons whom they could not contact other­
wise. The value of their own work was more vital to them 
when they received such recognition from these people. They 
had not only their own 'writing to think about, but also let­
ters from adults ?/hich gave them insight into the art of 
letter Firriting. The3r received the special information and 
help needed.
C onclusi on
It is evident that written contacts with adults can 
be frequent and natural if children and teachers will use 
purposefully the resources of their community.
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Even though the days may be full of work to do teach­
ers need not deprive children of the opportunities to write 
by personally doing necessary correspondence in order to 
save time. Both the learning which comes through the use 
of letters to real people and the relationships with these 
people, which may lead to more and better experiences, are 
impo rtant*
Using the Resources of the 
Home through "Home Work"
A teacher does not have to think far back into his 
experiences to recall difficult situations which have arisen 
out of the very old school custom of requiring home work of 
all children. The problems which have developed with parents 
have brought about numerous modifications of this custom; 
yet problems still exist. Some parents complain of too much 
home work, others say that there is not enough, and still 
others contend that there should be none at all*
Many teachers who believe that there are values for 
the child in relating his home life with his school life are 
doing various kinds of work with children in the name of 
"home work" in order to establish desirable relationships 
with the home.
If the school is to reach its desired goal of getting 
children's purposes into school activities it does seem that 
the relationships it establishes with the home should fit in­
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to the natural home life of the child* The school should help 
the child enjoy and grow in a worthy family life.
The descriptions of a few situations may show how some 
teachers and children are moving in this direction.
A. The teacher of a sixth grade group helped her children 
make and keep books in which they wrote their assignments of 
home work while thoughtfully considering their individual 
needs. She made the assignments to take care of individual's 
difficulties in skills as far as she was able to analyze the 
needs. Each child was asked to have his note book signed by 
one parent every night after he had finished his work and
had his parent look it over.
The relationship in such a situation may be happy or 
unhappy depending upon the teacher's judgment in assigning 
work not only within the child's ability and understanding, 
but also with due regard for the parent's understanding of 
his child and of the school work required* If the job is 
one the child cannot do for himself and the parent does it 
for him, it is very probable that nothing is accomplished, 
since learning to do work involves more than observing 
another do it.
In type of home work described there is often little 
for parents and children to share with each other in the 
way of mutual enjoyment.
B. A seventh grade group who had been discussing buy­
ing on the installment plan talked with their parents to 
find out if they were using this plan to purchase anything 
in the home. When a pupil found an article being bought 
by this plan he got all the necessary information for com­
puting what interest was being paid. He calculated the 
interest and asked his parents for help in considering the
the advantages and the disadvantages in such a plan.
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A better type of home work is illustrated in this 
story. The school fixed the skill and let the child find 
applications in his home. I-Ie was thus finding purpose in 
school work through experiencing its uses at home. Parents 
and children probably learned together by thinking through 
this problem because very likely such calculations were not 
included in the parents’ school experience. Through such 
relationships at home the child had an opportunity to 
understand some of the financing problems in his home.
This understanding might help him to be more cooperative 
and considerate in his requests for money*
C. A second grade group who were interested in learning
to tell time enjoyed some stories about clocks and other 
ways of telling time which their teacher read them. The 
teacher suggested that they talk over with their parents 
what they were learning about telling time and show their 
parents that they could tell time by the clocks and watches 
at home. She suggested that they ask their parents for 
any interesting experiences they might have had. Many re­
turned with something new to tell the class. One little 
boy brought a story about a clock which his father had 
written for him. The father had written the story in 
language familiar to the child so that he could read it to 
the class without any help from the teacher*
This relationship seems even more desirable as a 
natural home setting. Children relate their daily experi­
ences and demonstrate a newly acquired skill by telling 
the time for their parents. Parents who recognize the op­
portunity may even give the child greater satisfaction by
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giving him frequent opportunities to use this new accomplish­
ment *
The relationship reaches a greater height when the 
father shares an experience out of his own life in such a way 
that the child may in turn share it with his schoolmates*
D* A seventh grade group who were giving considerable time
and thought to class discussion of the European War situation 
during the spring of 1939 decided that they wanted to discuss 
their ideas seriously' with their parents. The teacher wrote 
a note to each parent asking that he set aside one evening 
to have a "fire-side chat" with his child on the topics which 
had been discussed in class. She asked further that he make 
an evaluation in writing on a space provided on her note and 
return it to her so that she and the children might get ideas 
for further discussions. Parents and children had much to 
share with each other. Parental comments were very helpful* 
They included ideas on the manner of expressing thoughts, 
organisation of thinking, and means of getting ideas. Some 
comments were entirely complimentary. Others expressed 
opinions of needs which were seen and which parents might 
join in helping meet.
The children had been doing school work which was re­
lated to adult thinking and doing. They had a background 
for enjoying family thoughts, which gave them a greater 
recognition of the importance of school work. This was es­
pecially true when adults in the home recognized their think­
ing by making favorable comments.
The parents, the teacher and the children were together 
evaluating and setting up new goals. The way was opened for 
continued home relationships between parents and children.
All of this added to the children's feeling of belonging in 
their family groups. Adults listened with interest and
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understanding to their ^thinking and in turn shared thoughts 
with them. The provision for continued relationships lifts 
this type of home work to a higher level than the others re­
lated,
G onclusion
There is no one right way for teachers and children 
to use home work to build desirable home and school relation­
ships. The incidents related show how certain teachers are 
working with the problem* Each teacher must solve the prob­
lem with her own group as best she can to satisfy the needs 
existing in her own situation. She may not each day find 
ways of lifting this experience to as high a type of relation­
ship as she may wish* There may be times when it is highly 
desirable to have children use some of their time at home with 
parents in fixing skills which are needed in school work. Yet 
the teacher may consistently build toward that higher goal 
of so living with children during the day that she may stimu­
late them to enjoy many interests with their families. Parents 
and children may enjoy conversation, books, hobbies, radios, 
movies, and music together in the home just as teachers and 
children enjoy these resources together at school. If the 
school can encourage the child to make use of the resources 
of his home and provide for him to make use of these resources 
in his living at school the problem of home work may be on 
its way to a. satisfactory solution.
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Sharing School Achievements 
through Public Performances
Schools have long used public performances to exhibit 
pupils’ talents and skills as a means of building good pub­
lic relations. Children have often been put through long 
periods of training and strain in order that they might ap­
pear well before the public. In such programs only the 
best talent has been chosen and the value of the work has 
been judged almost entirely by the degree of perfection ex­
hibited •
The more recent trend is that of using public per­
formances as a part of every child's educational experience. 
He is permitted to share his every day school activities 
with the public through some culmination activity which is 
an outgrowth of his own thinking and doing. The child's own 
growth and development is the chief objective rather than 
the flawless production of a play, a musical number, or a 
literary feat.
There are certain needs for recognition in the life of 
every individual for feelings of success in achievement, for 
stimulation to growth, and for purposefulness in jobs under­
taken. Opportunities to satisfy these needs are afforded 
in the sharing of school achievements through public per­
formances. The degree of satisfaction to be derived in­
creases with the degree to which one gives of his own 
creative self.
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The following incidents are given to illustrate a.little 
of the variety of such activities to be found in some schools 
today *
A. In one elementary school the teachers were asked to 
alternate in providing entertainment features for the month­
ly P. T. A, meetings. The parents desired programs which 
featured child activities. The teachers selected pupils from 
their respective groups. Children who gave recitations well 
were chosen for such parts. Those who sang or did piano 
solos participated in that way. A good story teller was some­
times chosen. A good tap dancer or one who jigged had his 
chance. Individuals and groups were chosen for string in­
strument music. These programs increased attendance at the 
meetings and the parents were delighted when their own chil­
dren performed. The programs did not represent the work of 
the school save in that the teachers assigned duties for the 
children and directed the rehearsals of their roles after 
school and at recess periods.
There is nothing particularly outstanding in this kind 
of experience for children. It is typical of the entertain­
ment the school has provided for parents. It is listed here 
because it is still in use in some schools. Children gain 
feelings of success in their achievements when they are per­
mitted to entertain people with their special talents and 
skills. Their satisfaction increases when audiences express 
delight or enjoyment.
B. The principal appointed a group of elementary teachers 
to be in charge of the spring program which was an annual event 
for the parents of the school. They selected an operetta which 
^could be used by the whole elementary school and could center 
around the crowning of the May Queen in the Junior High School. 
The operetta required elaborate costuming for fairies, grasshop­
pers, butterflies, frogs, and birds. They were furnished by 
the parents, and presented a most colorful and pleasing effect. 
The songs, dances and speaking parts were all well done. This 
showed good training on the part of the teachers in charge*
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Wherever possible the songs were taught in connection with 
regular classroom music* Special features between acts in­
cluded numbers by the regular music groups in the school, 
the rhythm band, the harmonica band, the sixth grade choir, 
and the drum and bugle corp.
The high school group arranged for the processional 
and the crowning of the queen after the usual order of suGh 
performances. Lovely costuming was a noticeable feature in 
this part of the program.
The incident here described illustrates a little 
more valuable type of program because special talents and 
skills are woven into a big group activity which has a cen­
tral theme. This required cooperation in sharing, planning 
and producing in order to make a success of such an undertak 
ing. Of very worthy mention in this incident is the partici 
pation of the sphool music groups. They were ready to con­
tribute because of their everyday experiences in this field. 
They naturally felt that their achievements in music had 
value ♦
G. A second grade group had spent much of their time
discussing, reading stories about, drawing pictures of, 
and dramatising scenes about helpers in the community. They 
wrote and staged a play called "A Day in Little Town". This 
was done with the help of their teacher who worked with them 
as a member of their group. The children decided what ideas 
to present. They planned scenes and named the characters. 
They made all of the scenery and devised th'eir own costumes. 
Parents were invited on the day the play was given in the 
school auditorium and enjoyed seeing their children act the 
parts of parents, children, milkman, paper boy, grocer, cus­
tomers, garage men, postman, barber, and policeman in Little 
Town. Songs and dances were interwoven in scenes to add 
gaiety to the play.
One mother brought a kodak and made pictures which 
she later gave to the children to keep in their classroom.
The outstanding feature of this illustration is the
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children's part in every phase of tne work* Tlieie had to be 
much evaluating of experiences* Thinking through work done 
in relation to life in a town was a necessary activity.
Group planning and working to share achievements with parents 
was also needed* In addition to the joy of participating in 
such a program of work they had the joy of having achieved the 
ability to think together, to plan, work and originate ideas.
D* Another group of elementary teachers in a large rural
school planned a spring program which would show the parents 
how children engaged in health, science, music, art, recrea­
tion and social activities in their regular school work.
They called their program The (name of the school) Way. The 
program consisted of two original short plays written by the 
children in connection with some phase of their school life. 
Other skits were selected by teachers and adapted to their 
own situations. These plays and skits showed good home life, 
a comparison of school today and in grandmother's time, 
pupils using the library, pupils engaging in art activities, 
a science experience, and a marionette show. All of the 
musical activities of the school were demonstrated through 
special features arranged between acts. A large number of 
visitors attended this program and showed appreciation of 
the splendid achievements*
This additional incident shows how certain teachers 
used the children's regular school experiences to devise 
entertainment for parents. It is recorded because it illus­
trates an entire school undertaking. The last incident gave 
the work of only one grade. Here also children had all the 
joys of sharing their achievements with parents. They could 
see how their school activities provided real life experi­
ences which both they and their parents regarded as purpose­
ful* Particularly to be appreciated in this situation was 
the wholehearted cooperation between pupils and teachers in
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giving parents a picture of the total life of their school.
E. Four first year high school groups of girls and boys
had spent considerable time in their social studies on a study 
of South American countries and of Mexico. They had made many 
interesting investigations of the life and customs in these 
countries. They had been active in making a great many 
things which were characteristic of these countries* In the 
spring the four groups decided to cooperate in having a 
Fiesta, Every person helped. Some made costumes, some 
created dances and rhythms, some learned songs and others 
prepared markets of curios and other articles which might be 
found in the countries studied* One group j^ainted scenery 
on the back walls of their auditorium stage* This was done 
to scale. Another group wrote the skit. There were jobs for 
stage managers, directors and property men.
Experiences in living the South American way became 
a part of each day's activities.
When the entire school decided to select from their 
year's work some of the assembly programs which they had en­
joyed most and to give a "spring round up" for parents and 
friends, the first year high school group decided to con­
tribute their Fiesta as their part of the program*
Their entire performance was delightful. The boys 
and girls acted as if they were having a real Fiesta. They 
enjoyed it equally as much as the audience and everyone con­
sidered it one of the most colorful and thoroughly attrac­
tive entertainments their school had given.
The girls and boys in this group had lived richly and 
had enjoyed it. This culmination activity gave evidence of 
it even to those who were strangers to the group.
A part of the success of this final outgrowth of the 
experiences of these four groups was probably due to the 
fact that the four teachers who worked with them spent six 
weeks in summer school in a working conference where they 
delved into possible solutions to the many problems charac­
teristic of first year high school groups. These teachers, 
along with their principal, engaged in many activities in 
preparation for planning a year's work with these boys and 
gi rls.
Here is a performance for parents which was developed
cooperatively by girls, boys and teachers. Each one was 
allowed to do the work for which he was best suited and all
recognized the fact that each contribution was necessary to
make the whole job a success. There were no rehearsals
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after school or at night* The girls and boys had found means 
for individual expression through regular classroom activities 
and there was no stress nor strain from an extra curricula 
activity* Of especial significance is the one hundred percent 
parti cipation*
Pupils must have experienced keen satisfaction when 
they so delighted an audience with the fruits of their own 
thinking, planning* and working together*
Conelusi on
It seems highly desirable that boys and girls be given 
opportunities to receive approval of their achievements from 
the citizens of their community* They gain feelings of satis­
faction in the work done because adults express recognition 
of value in their undertakings* They add to their sense of 
security in their community groups because they have con­
tributed to the pleasure of the people and have received ex­
pressions of appreciation from them*
The incidents recorded show ho?; some teachers made 
provisions for their pupils to gain these values*
Sharing School Achieve­
ments Through Exhibits
The exhibit is another means by which teachers arrange 
for children to get recognition from adults for their a- 
chievements. There is a long road, however, over which 
this educational resource has progressed. At one time
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exhibits were nightmares for both teachers and children* 
There was the strain of competition for the children because 
the best was to be chosen* From that grouping of what the 
teacher considered best still further selection had to be 
made by judges who awarded pri2es or ribbons* Teachers 
were kept at their wits end finding new ways to display 
children's work. They felt the strain of competition with 
other teachers. The display was the chief aim* Teachers 
and children alike worked for a good exhibit and they 
worked many extra hours*
Then the idea originated that the best work through­
out the year might be preserved and used for exhibit pur­
poses either at the end of the year or during the next year. 
This would lessen the strain of getting ready for a display. 
Parents and friends would see the results of normal class 
ac tivi t ie s*
A still happier thought led teachers to believe 
that every child was entitled to the right of participa­
tion in school displays.
They felt that, even though individuals differ in 
abilities, each one does some jobs which represent worthy 
achievement and so is entitled to recognition.
Even more to be appreciated are those teachers who 
see still further possibilities. They are the teachers 
who recommend developing with children natural means of 
using their achievements. They believe that the school
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■buildings and grounds should be places where children, 
teachers and community people live together so that there 
is cooperative planning in creating the total school at­
mosphere* The pictures on the walls, the bulletin board, 
the furniture arrangements, the flower arrangements, cur­
tains, pottery, the materials for work, the good housekeep­
ing, the books, the out-of-doors beauty expressed through 
gardens, walk-ways, and flowers should speak for children* 
Through these children may express themselves creatively* 
Individual files of children's written work and art work 
should be kept so that both children and adults may eval­
uate growth from time to time* This type of school will 
not have special exhibits* Everyday is exhibit day when 
each child contributes his own ideas and energy to the pro­
gram of living.
The incidents which follow furnish evidence of some 
exhibits which have been considered valuable in children's 
experi ences.
A* Many P. T. A* organizations which have their regular
monthly meetings In the school in the daytime arrange for 
at least two "Father's Night Meetings" a year and try to 
get the fathers out. One school uses these occasions to 
display samples of children's work. After the group meet­
ing each teacher goes to her own classroom where she has 
displayed some of the work of each child. The display 
represents the cooperative effort of teacher and children 
who decided together on what should be displayed and how 
it should be arranged. They did the work together. Parents 
are invited to visit the rooms, see the work and talk with 
the teacher if they wish. There is a general atmosphere of 
good will. Parents are eager to find pieces of work which 
children have reminded them to be sure to see. Sometimes 
the exhibits represent a group enterprize and sometimes
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an individual undertaking* After such an occasion pupils, 
teachers and parents evaluate school work to set up goals 
ahead•
Many schools provide for this type of display of 
children's work. The particularly interesting feature of 
the incident described is the fact that every child parti­
cipated in selecting and arranging his own work as well as 
some of the group work* The children's enthusiasm is evi­
denced through parents1 keen interest in seeing some par­
ticular piece which has already been described to them by 
their children. A visitor got the feeling that a rather com­
mon place type of experience had been made unique through 
original planning and working on the part of both children 
and teachers, and in the ways parents were introduced to the 
working atmosphere of the school. The parents' favorable 
reaction to the children's school achievements gave them 
feelings of success in their work and encouraged them in 
further efforts to do good jobs.
B. The fifteen elementary schools in one county joined
in presenting an exhibit of children's art work at the 
Valentine Museum in Richmond. Each school was alloted a 
certain number of pieces of work and the school had to make 
choices of work to be sent. Teachers and children together 
decided on work to be exhibited. The whole first floor of 
the Museum was used for this exhibit. Children and adults 
were invited to visit the Museum and see the work which was 
on display for a period of two weeks.
Two adults in the city who were employed by the 
newspaper staffs to furnish articles for the papers In the 
field of the drawing and painting arts were invited to visit 
the Museum and write articles for the paper. The articles 
served somewhat as an evaluation of the work. They pub­
lished views on different pieces of work and commented on 
the outstanding features of the exhibit as a whole.
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This exhibit is significant because it enabled chil­
dren to get recognition in a larger community than the one 
represented by their local school* They had the privilege, 
too, of joining with a number of other schools in a project* 
This enlarged their area of experiences in cooperation with 
others* Their work was displayed in an institution which 
provided an appropriate setting and gave dignity to their 
achievements in a particular field of work. While this ex­
hibit did not provide for participation of all children in 
actually displaying work done, it did provide for entire 
group participation in the selection of work which was' 
representative of their school. The teachers found that 
the children took pride in sharing in this responsibility 
and received satisfaction in seeing a good piece of work 
displayed from their group regardless of whose work it might 
be •
C* The hobby committee in one rural elementary school
set up as one objective for the year a spring Hobby Fair at 
which time each child in school would display and make a 
talk on his hobby. During the year children talked not 
only about their own hobbies, but also about the hobbies of 
their parents. Before the time for the Fair someone sug­
gested that parents be invited to enter their hobbies with 
the children's hobbies. The parents cooperated splendidly 
and exhibited their hobbies in the classrooms along with 
the children's hobbies. They brought complete hobby col­
lections, some of considerable value, some representing 
their own talents in the arts and some which represented 
interesting places they had been. The parents held an 
evening meeting with a speaker who talked on "The Wise 
Use of Leisure Time". During an immediately following 
social hour the parents visited the classrooms to see the 
hobbies on display*
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The children realized that they and adults had common
interests in a leisure time activity and that they might 
seek adult cooperation in enjoying their special interests 
in this activity* They experienced a thrill from seeing 
their parents’ hobby collections exhibited along with theirs* 
They must have received real encouragement to continue their 
hobby interests into adulthood, realizing that their interest 
would grow greater and greater in its value; possibly materi­
ally, possibly in genuine pleasure.
Such experiences in mutual sharing with adults may 
contribute to the development of a child's sense of security 
in his community group.
D* When the senior garden club in one community asked
permission to use the school for its fall flower show the 
children decided that they would have a show of wild 
flowers at the same time. They had been learning the wild
flowers in their community. This is the same group de­
scribed in Incident F, page 20. The study of the plant
life of their community was already a part of their school
program. Each grade group in school had its own place with 
tables provided for displaying the arrangements of flowers* 
Everyone participated. Some arrangements were done in 
baskets, some in vases and some in bases of clay* The chil­
dren had already learned hoy/ to preserve wild flowers and 
they were careful in getting their flowers for the show to 
see that the less plentiful ones were not gathered as 
freely as others and that roots were preserved. The dif­
ferent wild flowers 'were labeled with both their botanical 
and their common names*
Here again children engaged in an activity with adults, 
thus giving added importance to their own work. These chil­
dren realized though that they had a unique contribution to 
make to an established adult activity in their community.
This made them feel that they were worthy members of a com-
munity group undertaking* These adults had never used wild 
flowers in their flower shows. There was much they could 
learn from children about wild flowers. The children were able 
to make this contribution because of knowledge they had gained 
through the study and exploration of their community as a part 
of their school program* They made this a further learning ex­
perience by actually observing in practice the ideas they had 
expressed in discussion about the preservation of wild flowers. 
The children were free, too, to express themselves creatively 
through their own arrangements of flowers.
Conelusi on
There are two necessary aims to be considered in making 
displays of the achievements of children. First, every child 
should be made to feel at home in his group by being a con­
tributor. Second, the child should be considered above all 
others in outcomes. No great show of work is ever worth the 
sacrificing of children's energies or feelings. Some of the 
illustrations given show that children’s own thoughts and ef­
forts may contribute to the whole job and that they can ex­
perience both satisfaction in work well done and stimulation 
to greater achievements in the future*
Participating in Conferences 
with Other Schools through 
School Organizations
Many schools provide ways for boys and girls to meet
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and work with boys and girls of other schools in different 
communities in order to broaden their associations with other 
young people and to enlarge their conception of communities 
and community problems. In their conferences they discuss 
common problems and share interests and abilities. There has 
been growth, in the types of conferences held over a period 
of years. They have grown from meetings at which most of the 
time was given to the reading of long reports of work in dif­
ferent schools to meetings of a laboratory type where boys 
and girls actually work together during the greater part of 
the day. There are discussion groups, dancing groups, song 
groups, fine arts groups, industrial arts groups and many 
others. Individuals are invited to enter Into these activi­
ties according to their respective interests.
The three incidents which follow will describe in 
more detail the work done in some of these laboratory groups 
which the writer has visited.
A. A group of girls and boys, who had done a great deal
of art work in connection with their school activities, were 
asked to assist the art group in the District Student Co­
operative Association conference to be held in a school in 
another county. They took materials providing for art work 
with five different art media. Two students from the group 
were in charge of the materials for each medium and assisted
- The Student Cooperative Association is a state or­
ganization for boys and girls which is under the guidance of 
the Cooperative Education Association of Virginia.
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any of the visitors in the use of these materials if they wished 
to experiment with them# There were fingerpaints, spatter 
paints, chalks, tempera and frescols# A number of visitors 
worked with this group and they were very much pleased with 
their results# They had many new ideas to take home and use 
in their own school work. The helpers did not do the jobs for 
them through demonstrations, but stood by to offer guidance 
when it was needed# This laboratory was set up to give pupils 
who were interested in art an opportunity to use some materi­
als new to them# Boys and girls from five different counties 
participated in the work during the day# A number of adults 
came to observe#
The boys and girls in this situation were given experi­
ences which would help build their sense of security as worthy 
individuals# Their knowledge and skill, in a work new to some 
boys and girls in other schools, were being used as contrib­
uting factors to others' learning# They realised that their 
own work was important because they could use it to help 
others learn# They discovered that they had the ability to 
get ideas across to others# This was particularly important 
because these boys and girls whom they were helping were from 
other schools and communities# They were adjusting to new 
people and helping them#
B# Another group of girls and boys was asked to be respon­
sible for the leadership of a discussion on How The Student 
Cooperative Association Provides for Democratic Living in the 
School. This group made plans and prepared for their job 
during their own class discussions in their Social Studies* 
They invited one representative from each of twelve other 
schools to meet with them one day before the District Confer­
ence# Ten representatives were chosen to serve on a panel#
One member of the group was made chairman* These girls and 
boys were made responsible for presenting the main issues to 
be discussed* The boys and girls cooperated and gave a great 
deal of time and thought to their subject# On the day of 
the conference about forty boys and girls from schools in 
five counties and one city assembled to discuss this topic*
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The leader, a seventh grade pupil, handled the discussion 
splendidly and had almost one hundred percent participation 
from her group. Several adults who were visiting during the 
conference came in for this discussion and found it so inter­
esting that they spent all of their time with this group.
The girls and boys presented some very worthwhile ideas and 
discussed them intelligently. The leader did a very good 
job of summing up the discussion. The adult visitors com­
plimented the entire group on their good discussion.
The only teacher assistance in this discussion was 
that which took place in the first meeting of this group.
One teacher met with the group and worked as a member in help­
ing set up plans. The chairman chosen at this meeting was a 
pupil of this teacher and of course she held conferences with 
her teacher in preparation for the job which she had accepted.
This is even more valuable experience than the first 
mentioned, because the boys and girls were challenged in their 
thinking by the thinking of others. They had to defend their
ideas and think with a group new to them. After much discus­
sion they had to draw conclusions, as a group. They showed 
ability to think with a group and make themselves understood. 
They also gave evidence of the ability to understand when 
others spoke. This undoubtedly gave them some sense of securi­
ty as individuals. The fact that these young people from so 
many different schools and communities could get together and 
discuss a subject intelligently gave each of them a realiza­
tion of the purposefulness of his own work. They discovered 
that they were facing in their own schools problems which 
were being faced in other schools.
The interest shown by the adults,added to their appreci­
ation of the worthwhileness of their work.
C. Under the guidance of one teacher another group repre­
senting the five counties and one city assumed responsibility
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for issuing a newspaper during the day of thein District Student 
Cooperative Association Meeting, This group held one meeting 
previous to the day of the conference and chose the members 
to be responsible for the different jobs to be done. An 
editor, a business manager, several reporters, an artist and 
an advertising manager were chosen. On the day of the confer­
ence the group got busy early in the morning and before the *
meeting adjourned each person attending the conference re­
ceived News Flashes of the day. This included editorials, 
reports from all of the laboratory groups and reports of 
several interviews with adult visitors. The host school 
furnished the typists and had the mimeographing done. This 
was one of the most interesting features of the conference 
and many of the boys and girls who took part were experi­
encing for the first time the job of issuing a newspaper.
The boys and girls in this situation realised that 
they had the most important job of the whole day. They had 
to become familiar with the work of the day and summarize 
so that the newspaper which each one took home would give 
in brief a picture of the whole conference* This necessi­
tated accuracy in observation and in reporting interviews.
It required a knowledge of newspaper organization* They had 
the opportunity to experience in actual practice what they 
had learned previously from books. The purposefulness of 
the activity was clear to everyone. This working group made 
a worthwhile contribution to everyone present at the confer­
ence, They had not only their interesting newspaper to give 
them satisfaction in their achievements but also enthusiastic 
expressions of appreciation from the entire group. The size 
of the group and the fact that they represented a much larger 
area than a single local community gave these young people 
greater satisfaction in their contribution.
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C onelusioris
Working with larger groups representative of other 
schools gives boys and girls a consciousness of the process 
of working cooperatively in more wide spread areas than their 
own school community* They understand better how adults share 
opinions, draw conclusions and set up plans of work for the 
common good through the same processes*
Adjusting to new places and new people gives them a
wider range of contacts and thus increases their understand­
ing of much of the work of the world about them*
Being accepted by new people as contributors to a 
group enterprise adds to their sense of security as worthy 
individuals.
Seeing that they are engaging in work in their school 
which enables them to feel at home in these new groups in­
creases their respect for their own school jobs*
These values seem to justify the time and money spent 
in providing for children's participation in work with other 
schools, so long as their work represents cooperative effort 
toward a common good*
Participating in Radio Broadcasts
Radio broadcasts are becoming quite popular in schools 
so located that arrangements can be made with broadcasting 
companies to use children's school activities. This is a 
good educational experience for children. They learn, by
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actually making a broadcast, just how it is done. jThey have 
greater appreciation of radio programs because they can vis­
ualize the making of them after having had the experience them- 
selve s .
Children can get satisfaction in their achievements 
when they are permitted to share them with others through so 
wide an area of contacts and through so active a force in 
present day experience as the radio.
This represents another type of public performance, how­
ever, and should be used as naturally and as purposefully as 
possible in children's school activities.
The following Incidents describe some ways in which 
several schools joined in a series of broadcasts which were 
sponsored by the educational department of one broadcasting 
stat ion.
A. During the school year 1939-40, one of the Richmond
broadcasting stations sponsored an educational program every 
Thursday at 11:30 A. M. The manager of these programs took 
all necessary equipment to the schools and made a recording 
which was used when the broadcast was made. This was done 
to give as natural a setting as possible. One purpose of 
the program was to acquaint radio listeners with the type of 
work done in public schools. One school asked to partici­
pate had a group of third grade children who had engaged in 
some choral reading in their classroom to add to the enjoy­
ment of a number of poems they were reading. They decided 
to prepare some of these poems for their radio program.
Another group in the same school, who had formed a good 
school choir, prepared a program of songs (Christmas carols) 
and choral readings which told the story of the Nativity.
(This program came in December.)
A radio was taken to school on the day of the broad­
cast and the whole school assembled in the auditorium to 
hear it. Everyone seemed to experience real joy In having 
his school represented on the air. Parents listened at home 
and expressed great satisfaction in achievements of their
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child ren,
A radio program was prepared by using special talents 
already developed to some extent* The broadcast, however, 
required special practice by the children. Through this 
practice they became conscious of the needs in voice train­
ing because their voices were to be recorded and every word 
had to be clear and pleasingly spoken. Much which they had 
been doing just for fun became purposeful in a quite, dif­
ferent way and required more work* Now they were expressing 
themselves to a much larger audience then they had ever had 
before, and they were expressing themselves through an en­
tirely new medium.
The making of the recording was a new educational ex­
perience for these children. They were, as a result, able 
to understand how many radio programs were prepared, and 
they experienced, too, how victrola records were made.
B. Another school had decided to give a specially pre­
pared meeting of the safety council as their program. The 
supervisor stopped by one morning when they were having the 
regular monthly meeting of their Student Cooperative Associa­
tion. This meeting included reports from each grade in school 
about the interesting activities going on in their class­
rooms, and reports of committee work for the SCA. The pro­
gram closed with a hobby play written and acted by members 
of the second grade. The supervisor was so strongly 
impressed with this program that she suggested that it be 
used for the radio program and that it not be rehearsed.
The recording was made as nearly as possible the exact du­
plication of the meeting of the SCA which occurred two days 
before *
This experience provided all the educational advan-
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tages mentioned in the preceding one. It was more inclusive 
in that it took in activities throughout the entire school, 
thus providing for the participation of more children. It 
represented, too, a natural school activity which had no 
features added for the recording. This impressed the chil­
dren with the value of their school activities.
C. A sixth grade group in another school was invited to
take part in this same series of broadcasts as substitutes 
for a group which found out at the last minute that it could 
not accept the opportunity. It was impossible for the re­
cording to be made at the school in time to be used and so 
this group was invited to the radio station to make its 
broadcast in person. The pupils gave a program of enter­
tainment which they had prepared especially for an assembly 
in their school.
At the radio station they had an opportunity to visit 
and see the ’whole broadcasting outfit.
This program may not equal the previous ones in type 
of performance since it was not as closely related to the nor­
mal daily programs of the school. It is recorded because 
it represents a visit to the radio station and the experience 
of actually broadcasting from the station which, to children, 
may appear to be more typical of radio work than the record­
ing.
X). A third grade teacher whose children had done some
interesting work in science kept a written record of the 
various expressions and activities centering around their ex­
periences with an earthworm and prepared a program from this 
written record. The program included their use of the 
microscope in looking at their worm and their readings in
books about the worm and their discussions in class. They
had learned a very interesting song about a worm and closed
their program with the singing of this song.
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A value jnot expressed in the other incidents is evident 
here* This story pictures a classroom setting and shows 
interesting class activities in a natural learning situation. 
Children were impressed with the worth of their regular class 
program* It was being used to give people who could not visit 
them an opportunity to enjoy and appreciate some of the chil­
dren’s investigations in their school experiences* The pro­
gram for the recording had to be especially prepared. The 
teacher gave it as much reality as possible by keeping her 
written record of what had actually happened when the chil­
dren made this study.
Many who listened to the broadcast said that they felt 
a genuineness in the experience enacted.
C onelus ion
The children who engaged in the radio activities de­
scribed realised a number of values. They had experiences in 
adjusting to a medium of expression which was new to them. 
These experiences broadened their understanding of this field 
of communication. They were told that the programs were be­
ing given so that many people, who could not visit them, 
might have an opportunity to enjoy and appreciate the school 
life of the present day. Therefore they knew that they were 
contributing to the adults’ understanding of some phases of 
modern school life.
These children became conscious of man}." needs for im­
provement in themselves because of the evaluations they had to
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make in preparing to broadcast* They made evaluations again 
after the broadcast* They realized the importance of develop­
ing a pleasing tone of voice* They became conscious of er­
rors in pronunciation and of poor enunciation* They learned 
the importance of being able to express their thoughts in 
clear yet brief statements through having to do so because 
of the time element they had to consider in their radio work*
The illustrations presented give an idea of the pos­
sibilities in radio work for children* In the writer’s mind 
there are questions concerning the dangers of children being 
exploited* Should not their radio experiences, like their 
experiences with other mechanical devices, contribute to 
natural living? Should not they be permitted to grow through 
radio work without being expected to undergo any strain of 
competition with each other or with adults?
Using the Radio in the Classroom
Just as a good book, a newspaper, a magazine, a lec­
ture, a victrola recording, or a movie is used to enrich 
classroom activities so is the radio used. Many of the radio 
broadcasting companies distribute special bulletins which an­
nounce future broadcasts. The daily newspapers give this 
same information. The American School of the Air furnishes 
guide books far in advance of their programs* Many teachers 
and children form the habit of using these guides to select 
programs which enrich their daily activities. Children sense
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real values in their school work when a discussion, a talk, a 
hit of music or a dramatic selection on the radio serves to 
clarify their thinking, to provoke further discussion or to 
add to their appreciation of beauty in the arts*
The following incidents serve to illustrate a few 
interesting experiences of children in listening to the radio.
A. A girl in a sixth grade group came to school one morn­
ing and reported that her father was broadcasting over the 
radio that day. The children were interested in this parent. 
He was a minister in their community and he had been asso­
ciated with young people in both their school and their church 
activities. They were eager to hear this broadcast. They 
turned on their radio at the proper time and listened with 
interest to this adult whom they already knew. It was a new 
experience for this group to hear a representative from their 
own community on the radio.
A fine pupi1-teacher and pupil-pupil relationship must 
have existed in this classroom. There was freedom to pause 
in the midst of the day's activities to share a thrilling 
experience with a member of their group. The little girl, 
while in school, could enjoy an event in her family life 
which gave them all a sense of pride. The sincere interest 
of her class mates must have added to her own enjoyment.
B. During a visit to a classroom one day the writer saw
some very interesting drawings displayed. When she admired 
them the teacher explained that the pupils had enjoyed the 
music program on the American School of the Air so much one 
day that some of them had wanted to draw pictures to illus­
trate what they felt and heard. The music had expressed 
the composer's musical impression of certain common place 
sounds like those of insects in motion and of a mule jogging 
along a road.
A radio program inspired children to creativeness
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through a medium of expression which was familiar to them.
The teacher shared their interest and encouraged their desire 
to he creative. The radio was used further to introduce chil­
dren to beauty in the arts. This is of especial significance 
when children's sources of such beauty are limited,
C, On a visit with a seventh grade group one day the writer
found them listening to an interesting discussion of causes 
of crime and of ways of preventing crimes. This discussion fit­
ted into some problems the group was already investigating in 
their social studies program. At the close of the radio pro­
gram the pupils continued their class discussion and considered 
the points which had been brought out on the radio program.
The boys and girls were keenly interested and did a good job 
of thinking through what they had heard.
The young people were already interested in a social 
problem which affected present day living. They had been 
reading for information and adding their own ideas in discus­
sion. A radio program was found to add to their own thinking. 
They gained satisfaction in being able to listen intelligent­
ly to an adult discussion and to weigh values in adult opin­
ions when they continued their own discussion.
School work, to them, was vital because problems being 
faced by adults were being investigated at school.
D. During a conference with one teacher about interesting
activities in which her pupils were engaging she told how 
they had managed to listen to one of Hitler's speeches over 
the radio. There was no radio in the school so she drove her 
car up on the school grounds and used the radio in it. The 
children went out-of-doors and gathered around the car to 
listen. Thi s was a speech in which the general puolic was 
interested so the children were delighted that they had a 
way provided for them to listen. Some of the children took 
maps out with them and located the places on the map when 
Hitler referred to them in his speech.
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This means of listening- to a radio program was used 
several times during the year* The next year the children 
joined with the teacher in raising funds for a radio for their 
classroom. They had realised how much it could add to their 
activiti es.
Particularly to he appreciated in this incident is the 
fact that the teacher found a way of letting her pupils share 
an interest and an experience in a radio broadcast which was 
keenly alive in the minds of people all over the world. Still 
another very significant act was the use of the maps. Prob­
ably one of the greatest services which the radio has rendered 
has been that of bringing the countries of the world closer 
together. In this experience as children were listening to 
a man speak from so great a distance, they were sensing 
through map studies his location and the location of other 
places to which he referred* They were aware of the great Im­
portance of the radio in world affairs.
Conclusion
The radio is a very necessary piece of equipment in 
the present day school. Through its use children can be kept 
in touch with people, places and things which directly affect 
their living. No newspaper account and no report from 
another person can exactly take the place for them of listen­
ing to a broadcast for themselves.
There is another educational value to be realized 
through wise use of the radio in the school. When children 
find the radio stimulating and useful in their school activi­
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ties they may be guided in the type of programs to be enjoyed 
at home* The teacher has an opportunity to lift the child's 
enjoyment to a higher level both in appreciation and under­
standing when she provides these school radio experiences*
Making Studies of the Community
A very good beginning step for some teachers and pupils 
who wish to use community resources in their school work and 
yet have not found any definite problems on which to begin is 
to make a survey or study of their community in general in 
order to become acquainted with what it has to offer. This 
background furnishes a store house of material from which 
more specific information may be drawn* It also gives chil­
dren and teachers an acquaintance with people which may lead 
to cooperative efforts for community improvement at a later 
date •
Several teachers in one county situation formed a 
study group to discuss the topic "Using and Developing the 
Resources of the Community". These teachers felt that they 
could gain more if they developed some activities with their 
pupils and shared outcomes of their discussions. The three 
incidents which follow describe the work of some of these 
teachers and their pupils. The delightful result of it all 
is the fact that all of the teachers wished to continue 
their discussion group another year. They felt that they 
were better able to develop purposeful activities in com-
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munity relationships with their pupils and would have more 
to share in discussion*
A* Three teachers of intermediates in one school became
interested in making a survey of their community with their 
pupils. They decided that each group should be responsible 
for a different phase of the survey. One group made a study 
of occupational interests and resources, another of the rec­
reational resources; and the third group investigated the 
educational and religious opportunities offered. Both 
teachers and pupils learned many interesting facts. The 
data gathered were filed for future reference* The studies 
were made through visits to places, examination of county 
records and interviews with people. The teachers felt that 
the pupils gained more appreciation of their community through 
these experiences. Many interesting people were discovered. 
The pupils wished to invite some of these people to school 
at later dates to make talks.
The groups who had occupational interests as their 
job became interested in the rich historic background they 
found and made a rather complete study of the history of 
the community. They learned that it had been a part of 
Powhatan's hunting ground; that John Rolfe had lived there 
with his Indian bride, Pocahontas; that there was once an 
Indian massacre in this community; that during the Revolu­
tionary War days Cornwallis crossed the James and made one 
of the farms in this community his headquarters; and that 
some battles of the War Between the States were fought on 
the very grounds which formed their present community*
All of this along with many present day interests 
made them see their community in a new light.
These pupils and teachers made a study which helped 
them become better informed citizens in their community and 
as the teachers said, they were more appreciative of their 
environment. Having had these experiences greater value 
may later be derived if pupils and teachers will use this
background of information as an inspiration for requesting 
the assistance which adults in the community may give them 
in their school work; and for a means of finding ways by 
which they may work toward community improvement.
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B. A group of sixth grade pupils made a survey of their
community to be better informed about resources. They listed 
places of interest they wanted to know more about. Different 
members of the group assumed responsibility for collecting 
information about these different places. When the pupils 
found interesting people who could help them with their study 
th^- invited them to school to meet the whole group and talk 
with them. Several adults accepted the invitations, visited 
the schools and worked with the pupils in their study.
Parents cooperated beautifully and supplied as much help as 
they could. The group made a book of their findings and il­
lustrated it with their own drawings. They gave this book to 
the library.
They asked for cooperation from all pupils in school 
in the use of a questionnaire to find out the occupational 
and recreational interests represented in their community. 
They made a chart showing the occupations represented. They 
discussed the importance of each occupation and saw hoy/ each 
kind of work done contributed to their living. They realized 
the interdependence existing among people, even the people 
right around them.
One parent wrote a very interesting account of his 
work for his daughter to share with her classmates.
This incident was particularly important in its school 
situation because it was the pupils' first experience in 
bringing adults into the school to share experiences with 
them. The pupils were pleased that adults recognized value 
in their achievements.
In children's own written evaluation they said, they 
found conversation with other people more interesting after 
this study, and that they appreciated the work of others 
after they had worked with a number of people and had thought 
together of how important each job was. The children said 
that they appreciated all fields of work more because they 
realized that each of these fields was needed in group life.
It Is reasonable to believe that the interest of this 
group will continue and others will be stimulated to use
8°
community resources. These pupils shared their study with 
others in school through the use of the questionnaire, through 
an assembly program and through their gift to the library of 
the book.
C. A third group of intermediates who engaged in a study
of their community had experiences similar to those described 
in incident one and two. They went further in their work, 
however, by interesting parents and other community people 
in improving the recreational facilities of their community. 
Their study showed a very limited recreational experience 
on the part of both adults and young people. The children's 
concern over this problem interested adults. As a result a 
number of meetings were held to discuss the problem and the 
possible solutions. Young people and adults went to work and 
really made improvements which not only took care of recrea­
tional needs, but also improved attitudes and the general 
spirit of cooperativeness in the community.
When children and teachers can evaluate their achieve­
ments in terms of improved community conditions and attitudes 
of people there is no question in their minds concerning the 
worth of their undertakings.
The work begun by these girls and boys with their 
teacher has possibilities for continuing in other areas now 
that the people have once cooperated in a movement for common 
welfare*
Conelusi on
These incidents illustrate some of the values to be 
gained from community studies. Children get a knowledge of 
the resources from which they may draw specific help when it 
is needed. They make contacts with people and places and so 
broaden their areas of relationships in the community. They
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find new interests. Children discover problems which they may 
help solve. All of these resources offer possibilities for a 
continuity of purposes in their work, and for interaction in 
their school and community living*
Participating in the Work 
of Adult Community Insti­
tutions
There is possibly no one single experience which so 
well satisfies the basic human need of having a sense of 
"belonging" as that of being a contributor in one's social 
group. This satisfaction increases with the degree to which 
one truly gives of himself rather than of his material pos­
sessions. The great heights in giving are reached when one 
may think to himself, a part of that which is I had been 
given, received, recognized and made useful*
Schools which recognize such values provide various 
means whereby children may be contributors in their communi­
ties. There.are, however, contributions which range all the 
way from the giving of one's discarded possessions which 
were in the beginning gifts from others to the giving of 
one's own creative self*
The following incidents serve to illustrate:
A. In one county the schools assisted the Welfare Depart­
ment by assuming responsibility for a certain number of 
baskets for the needy at Thanksgiving and at Christmas.
The children brought contributions of food, books, clothes, 
toys and money and filled their baskets. Committees of 
adults were appointed by the Welfare Department to collect the 
baskets and distribute them to the families listed.
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Each school participated in this work by contributing 
according to its enrollment and its material wealth# Each 
grade in the school assumed some responsibility#
One school made this a very lovely occasion one year 
by having an assembly program in which the whole school par­
ticipated by singing Christmas Songs and reading the story of 
the Nativity# As the last song was being sung the stage cur­
tains were drawn disclosing the Manger Scene in pantomime. 
During the singing high school boys came down the aisle 
bringing the baskets and placing them on tables at the foot 
of the stage *
Through this kind of assistance in community work chil­
dren experience a feeling of having helped with the responsi­
bility for providing for the less fortunate# They share their 
material possessions and get some satisfaction out of helping 
to make others happy# This sharing, however, may not have 
been any sacrifice on their part. They were probably giving 
what their parents provided for them to give and also some of 
their own possessions which were no longer of use to them.
Such participation has its place and is commendable. It makes 
children aware of the needs of some people and of some of the 
problems existing in the community. This awareness may be 
the first step in stimulating thoughts concerning solutions 
of problems.
The particular incident described was- very impressive 
and made one conscious of the true spirit of Christmas giv­
ing. The way every student joined in the singing and thus 
shared in the assembly program made visitors feel the un­
usually fine group spirit which was characteristic of the 
inc i dent»
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B. Two seventh grade groups designed and made one hundred
place cards for a Thanksgiving luncheon for an adult organisa 
tion. There were four different designs. One, a very at­
tractive representation of the "Mayflower" 'was done with blue 
and white drawing paper. Another, a pilgrim hat, was made 
with black and grey drawing paper. A third design was a yel­
low pumpkin with a green stem. This also was done with draw­
ing paper. The fourth was a bowl of fruit made with the same 
type of materials. The children enjoyed originating and de­
signing appropriate Thanksgiving cards. They were pleased 
that they could use their art work to serve such an occasion*
This incident lifts the participation to a higher 
level since the children had to use their own energies and 
inject their own thinking into the services rendered. They had 
to use their own resourcefulness to find ideas for making 
cards suitable for the occasion. Through their own art work 
the cards were made. The height of their satisfaction came 
when adults approved and used their contribution*
C. The sixth grade choirs from two rural elementary
schools joined with the senior choir in a nearby city church 
in furnishing a program of music on a Thanksgiving night at 
the John Marshall High School Auditorium for the Virginia 
Education Association. The County music supervisor was 
choir director for this church. The choirs had met together 
one evening for rehearsal. They sang several numbers to­
gether and then, each individual choir rendered some selec­
tions. The majority of the numbers sung were those which 
the children had already learned in their school work. 
Everyone present seemed most appreciative of the abilities 
showed by the choirs and of the lovely program of music.
The cooperative undertaking, of both youth and adult 
groups to contribute to the enjoyment of other adults, is 
the strong point of this illustration. Children had the 
satisfaction of showing their ability to combine their tal­
ents in music with those of an adult group already accepted
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in their community as good singers. The approval of the audi­
ence evidenced in their attitude of listening and applauding 
gave the children a conviction of value in their achievements.
D. When the County Health Department wanted to insure pro­
tection against diphtheria by getting all children immunized 
with the toxoid, the seventh grade pupils in one school vol­
unteered to survey their community and find the children who 
needed the toxoid. In their school work they made a study of 
the importance of this immunization. The information gained 
enabled them to explain the reason for immunization to any 
parents who questioned it* The pupils made the survey. Later, 
they gave notices to parents about the clinic to be held in 
their school to give toxoid to those who needed it. As a 
result of their work a large percent of the children were im­
munized .
In this situation the children's contributions were of 
great value because they assumed the entire responsibility for 
carrying through a job for an adult organization and of con­
vincing other adults that certain health precautions were 
necessary for their children. The health facts gotten from 
their school subjects became purposeful to them when they had 
to use them to convince others. The arrangements for making 
the survey required thinking and planning a new technique for 
doing a job. The final result of having greatly increased the 
percent of children in their community who were protected 
against diphtheria gave keen satisfaction in having contributed 
worthily to the welfare of their community.
C onelusi on
A number of values to children are evident in these
stories. Some children snared with adulos in giving to the
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needy, and so, gained a satisfaction in being contributors to 
the physical needs of certain people. Some children contributed 
to the pleasure of recognised adult groups, end, thereby, 
realized success in their school achievements. One group as­
sumed the responsibility for a job, and, in so doing, aided a 
community organization in its work. There were times when 
children gave information to adults. At other times children 
and adults combined their talents in making contributions. In 
every case children saw the good results to be gained through 
cooperative efforts of community groups. This should help them 
to build good attitudes of cooperation in further undertakings.
Through all of the relationships described children may 
develop a sense of security as worthy individuals in their com­
munities. They contributed worthily. Their contributions 
were accepted and used to produce good results.
Working with Adults for 
Community Improvement
Often children engage in worthwhile enterprises with 
adults when no particular institution or group of institutions 
outside of the school is responsible. Children sometimes in­
terest some adults in a plan or one or more adults get certain 
ideas and seek children's help in working out community pro­
jects.
The values derived are much the same as those mentioned 
in the immediately preceding incidents.
There are several incidents which will illustrate.
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A. A few weeks before the Christmas Season one year the
Virginia Electric and Power Company had just completed power 
lines through a small village which afforded electric ser­
vice in the entire community. Everyone was conscious of 
the many conveniences and pleasures to be had through this 
service. Somehow the idea got around that a community 
Christmas tree would greatly add to the Christmas spirit 
that year. The school children volunteered their services 
to secure and plant a tree. The mayor of the town said
the town would furnish electricity free of charge. One 
citizen offered the use of a very lovely triangular plot of 
ground in a rather central part of the village. One of the 
electricians who worked for the V. E. P. offered his(help 
in the wiring of the tree. The children contributed some 
funds from one of their school organizations to buy bulbs.
Some bulbs and all the wires and sockets were contributed 
by the electrician. Severe?,! school boys assisted in wiring 
the tree. A great many people came out on the night the tree 
was lighted and groups formed and sang Christmas carols*
Everyone seemed most appreciative of the beauty which 
this tree added to the community during the Christmas sea­
son. The cooperation of both young people and adults had 
made it possible.
In this experience children shared with adults their 
time, their abilities and their money in an activity which 
gave pleasure to all. They experienced a sense of community 
pride in this their first community project. The very name 
community tree helped them feel a togetherness in sharing 
its beauty*
B. In the same village a citizen of the community wrote
a note to the school one morning and asked if any one there 
would be interested in getting some shrubs to plant. She 
was transplanting her shrubbery and had some extras to 
share. When some of the children were asked what they thought 
of the possibilities of beautifying the school grounds with 
some of these plants they responded enthusiastically. They 
carried the plans further and canvassed the school asking 
that children bring plants from home if they had any to 
share. Some ladies in town who had worked on their own gar­
den projects took over the job of directing the planting*
High school boys who studied agriculture did the planting 
under the direction of their teacher. The children cooperated 
after this in keeping grass plots in front of the school*
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In a year or so the school grounds became very attractive* 
Their beauty could be enjoyed by everyone since the school 
was located in a central part of the village. The agricul­
ture classes assumed the responsibility of caring for the 
shrubbery, keeping it pruned and in good condition. Other 
plants were contributed from time to time and the school 
beautification continued.
Through this cooperative work individuals were stim­
ulated to improve their home grounds. There was much trading 
of plants and sharing among community people both young and 
old, until one noticed greatly improved conditions in the 
beautification of grounds.
This enterprise provided for a continuity of experi­
ence and growth in both home and school life. Children and 
adults could enjoy the fruits of their labor for years to come 
and could contribute more and more to the Improvement of the 
work begun. These continued relationships could lead to still 
other meaningful experiences.
C. In the earl3r spring of the year, one school group which
had made a study of their community to discover its needs be­
came aware of the very poor recreational facilities provided 
and also of the limited areas In which people sought recrea­
tion. As they discussed this problem the adults became In­
terested in what the children were saying. They decided that 
better means of recreation might help some boys in the com-( 
munity who were becoming problems, destroying property and 
were frequenting unwholesome places. Small groups of 
children, young people and adults began to meet to discuss 
this problem. As a first project a community baseball club 
was formed under the leadership of a young man. He organized 
teams for younger boys as well as for the older ones. More 
and more ideas for recreational Interests were suggested and 
a number of people were called in to help. A recreational 
council was formed. It consisted of community boys and girls 
and adults. The county manager was invited to attend. He 
became interested and offered some county support.
As a result of all the cooperation and work a very 
nice recreational center has been established at the school. 
Leaders have been chosen to help direct activities. The 
community planned a grand opening for July 12. There were 
games, picnics and a general get-together for ootii old and 
young.
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The teachers in the school noticed improved attitudes 
of children as a result of this enterprise. School property 
was better cared for. Some of the destructiveness which was 
generally in evidence after a week end when children played 
around school or when any community gathering was held began 
to disappear entirely. Interests in play were provided for 
children, young people and for adults. There was no time 
for the mischief which had heretofore grown out of idleness* 
The teachers saw also in the community a spirit of cooperation 
which had been sadly lacking before this recreational project 
began.
This story illustrates significant values because it 
shows how children shared in solving a social problem which 
was growing more and more serious in their community. It pro­
vides for continuity in growth through community living. The 
growth in human relationships through this activity may car­
ry over into other phases of community living until still 
other improved conditions may result. While much that was 
done had to be directed by adults, the children had the satis­
faction of knowing that their own thinking and investigations 
through their school work planted the seeds which eventually 
brought forth such a harvest. The fact that children are mem­
bers of the council and share in the planning shows them that 
they are being recognized for their contributions.
Gonelusion
The experiences In planning and sharing for community
improvement had many values for the children. Their relation­
ships with the adults increased the importance of the work
for them. They naturally wanted to gain recognition from older
people who were already securely established in their com-
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munities. Such recognition would add to their own sense of 
security which they were striving, unconsciously, to build*
Of still greater significance was the opportunity to 
assist in executing plans which could be evaluated in terras 
of improved community conditions* This gave them due sense 
of the value of their undertakings*
The enterprises in which they engaged afforded the 
same experiences in cooperative living which have been de­
scribed in other incidents in this study.
These values to be derived by children should serve as 
potent factors in stimulating teachers and children to in­
clude problems in community living in their school work. The 
problems should be the ones to which children may make their' 
contribution to the degree in which they can interpret them 
and use them in their thinking and doing.
CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS
The analyses of the incidents described in this study 
revealed three findings* A wide range of school and commun­
ity relationships is available. Children derive values from 
these relationships. The values to be derived vary accord­
ing to the ways in which the contacts are made and used*
These three conclusions are discussed in this chapter in the 
order in which the;/ have been stated.
A Wide Range of Possible School 
and Community Relationships is 
Available for School Children
This study of children's contacts with their com­
munities disclosed a range of fourteen types of resources in 
which these contacts were being made. They are:
1. Using the assistance of talented and skilled 
adults in the community.
2. Making school excursions in the community.
3. Having personal interviews with adults in the 
c omniuni ty ♦
4. Using the free services of persons and materials 
provided through community institutions.
5. Having contacts with adults through correspondence.
6. Using the resources of the home through "home 
work"•
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7. Sharing school achievements through public per- 
f ormances«
8* Sharing school achievements through exhibits,
9* Participating in conferences with other schools 
through school organizations.
10. Participating in radio broadcasts.
11. Using the radio in the classroom.
12. Making studies of the community.
13. Participating in the work of adult community in­
stitutions.
14. Working with adults for community improvement.
Under these fourteen classifications, fifty-nine in­
cidents showing how school children made use of community 
resources have been described and analyzed. These reveal 
a still wider range in that the incidents in each of the 
groups vary in the ways in which the contacts were made and 
used .
The school territory represented in this study is 
comparatively small. The communities in which the schools are 
located are small, rural communities. They have the advan­
tage of being located near cities. They vary from very poor 
to above the average in material wealth. On the whole, how­
ever, because of the small number of schools and because of 
the similarities in resources due to location and size of
schools, this study must be considered merely a beginning of
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what might be the range of possible activities. If, then 
this research reveals the range indicated, in the above state­
ments, is it not reasonable to believe that other studies made 
in more varied settings and dealings with a larger number of 
situations may give a still wider range? May not more expan­
sion be expected, also, when teachers and children acquire 
further experiences in searching for relationships in their com 
munit i es?
The writer has not been able to find studies of the 
same type as this one: namely, that of assembling and analyzing 
happenings in the field of school and community relations in 
the average schools of the country - schools that make no 
claims to more than that of fairly normal development in the 
light of present day trends in education. It, seems, then, 
that the field is open for more investigation and study as the 
efforts to realize opportunities for school-community coopera­
tion become more widespread*
There are Values for School 
Children in Their Use of the 
Resources of Their Community
The findings in this study reveal the fact that many 
values are derived by children from using the resources of 
their community in connection with school life. There is a 
great overlapping of values in the different incidents de­
scribed in the study, due to the fact that concomitant 
learnings occurred in most situations regardless of what the
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specific aims were. These values might, be classified under 
various types of values* In this concluding chapter, the 
values are discussed as eight types.
Children Get a Greater Understanding of the World 
About Them Through the Wide Range of Contacts Oc­
curring in Varied Settings.
There are incidents in Chapter Two which show how pu­
pils are given contacts in their communities with people, 
places and things through trips, interviews, and work with 
adults* Descriptions of these contacts show how children 
gained a better understanding of the world about them. A 
group of children had a trip to a bakery, a post-office and 
a fire department. On this trip they had a policeman meet 
them and guide them safely in a congested traffic area.
These children showed through later experiences that they had 
gained a greater understanding of both the places and the 
people contacted. Their drawings, original stories, read­
ings and free exchange of ideas revealed this understanding.
Children Become Conscious of How Their School 
Work is Related to Community Life and Work.
In the experiences recorded in Chapter Two there are 
situations in which children were led to become conscious of
1 Incident D, Page 28.
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the similarities in th^ir school activities and the work being 
done by adults in their community. One group of children 
listened to a radio program in which .he topic discussed was 
the same topic that they were considering in their civics 
class. In some instances adults expressed recognition of 
value in children's work. The incidents describing children's 
public performances and the exhibits of their school work have 
accounts of parents' recognition of jobs well done. At times 
children and adults worked cooperatively for community im­
provement. In one community parents and children improved
the school grounds send also their own yards with shrubs and 
2flowers. All these relationships gave reality to school 
work since they became a part of life in school and the com­
munity, rather than merely an assumed preparation for a life 
to be lived when one grew up.
Children Form Habits of Accurate Observation in 
the Community.
Among the illustrations cited in this study, there are 
descriptions of visits to places to get needed information, 
and accounts of interviews with adults also for the purpose 
of securing information. Some activities involved observa­
tions of the natural life of the community to get first hand 
knowledge. There was one scientific experiment conducted with
2 Incident B, Page 86,
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rats to determine the value of milk in the diet. All such 
experiences gave opportunities for children to form the hab­
it of making accurate observation. For, in each case, cor­
rect results from the work depended upon their ability to 
be accurate observers*
Children Develop Ability to Think and Work Coopera­
tively with School and Community Groups.
A number of incidents used in Chapter Two are accounts 
of cooperative undertakings. Some describe children at work 
with each other, some describe children at work with one 
adult, and others show groups of children working with groups 
of adults. These experiences helped the children to grow in 
their ability to work effectively with each other and with 
adults. A further analysis of this value may be helpful* 
Listed below are specific statements of some ways through 
which growth in these cooperative undertakings took place.
(a) Through using opportunities to present ideas to 
adults.
(b) Through actual experiences of understanding 
when adults or young people in a group presented 
ideas or plans.
(c) Through a recognition of authority when working 
together in the community.
(d) Through having opportunities to weigh ac illons 
with the group.
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(e) Through an opportunity to maintain individual­
ity while living with the total community group.
(f) Through the experience of drawing conclusions 
with the group when acting together with adults 
in carrying out plans.
(g) Through an attempt to discover needs through
acting with adults in work.
(h) Through a conscious thinking in terms of the
welfare of others when working with a community
group.
(i) Through opportunities for taking turns and giving 
others a chance in community life.
(j) Through an understanding of the worth in others 
when acting together in community work.
(k) Through a wise use of freedom after developing
consideration for others through working together 
in community affairs.
(l) Through being responsible for sensing problems 
when working together in community activities.
(m) Through the necessity for using judgment in know­
ing where to start with improvements; starting 
where things are and as they are.
(n) Through experiences demanding tolerance of the 
opinions and experiences of others.
(o) Through voluntarily accepting responsibility 
and carrying work through.
9?
Children Become Conscious of the Results of Co­
operative Efforts with Adults*
There are fruits of cooperative effort which make 
children conscious of the values to he obtained through their 
work with adults. A group of boys solved thoir difficulty in 
some carpentry work by asking the assistance of a skilled 
carpenter in the community. The carpenter worked with them, 
not for them. They saw how his skill and assistance along
*y
with their work produced satisfactory results.0 Children 
and adults through cooperative effort were able to secure a 
recreational center for their community.^ There are still 
other incidents in this study that give similar evidence of 
results obtained through joint efforts of children and adults* 
On some occasions children could see their own 
unique contribution in a joint undertaking with adults. The 
children because of their knowledge of wild flowers in their 
community were able to add some attractive flower arrange­
ments to the annual flower show put on by the senior garden
1 -u 5club *
Children Learn How People are Dependent on Each 
01 he r .
3 Incident D, Page 19
4 Incident C, Page 87
5 Incident D, Page 63
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The excursions in the community and the contacts with 
adults described in this study show children using the serv­
ices of people in a wide variety of occupations. Through 
actual contacts with people the children became conscious 
of the fact that people are responsible for manufactured 
articles, ideas in books, and many services which are accepted 
daily without much thought of the work, or of the people in­
volved. A loaf of bread is appreciated more after one has 
visited the bakery and talked with the workers there about 
the processes used in making that loaf. Pleasant associa­
tions with a policeman as he directs a school group through 
traffic and looks after their safety makes the pupils feel 
that the policeman is a needed friend rather than a person 
to be feared because he enforces the law. Other illustra­
tions might be cited but these will suffice to make clear 
the meaning of this value, namely, that through the use of 
a wide variety of community resources, teachers can help pu­
pils to gain a consciousness of the interdependence that 
exists among the people in a community; and to learn that 
the happiness and general welfare of the community results 
from the successful work of man^r people.
Children develop a Belief in the Potential Worth
of Human Beings.
Many of the fifty-nine incidents analysed in Chapter 
two are descriptions of children in their associations with
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people* Sometimes the contacts are made in their immediate 
communities and at other times they are made in surrounding 
communities. Children were having an opportunity to see 
the contributions made by a number of different people to 
the community life because people in varied walks of life 
were represented. Business men, skilled laborers, profes­
sional people, a physically handicapped person, parents, 
factory workers, and people in public service 7/ere included. 
In each case the children showed by their responses that 
they respected these people for the contribution each was 
able to make through his own particular type of work,
In one group, after the children had made a survey of 
the human resources in the community and had experienced re­
lationships with a number of people, they made an evaluation 
of these experiences. One statement in their evaluation was 
that they could appreciate the work of more people and that 
they had come to feel that everyone, even a person with some 
physical handicap, could contribute worthily to group life.
Children Develop a Sense of Security as Individuals 
in Their Social Groups.
It is rather generally recognized that every individ­
ual needs a sense of belonging in his social group. It is 
also rather widely accepted that in order to have this sense 
o f 'belonging, two things are necessary. First, the person 
must be a contributor to his group, and second, he must have
1 00
a feeling that his contribution is accepted and used. Through 
such means the child gains a sense of security in his group 
life.
As the schools provided for participation in community 
living in the ways described in a number of incidents in 
Chapter Two, the children had this sense of security strength­
ened* This was accomplished in the following ways:
(a) Through an expressed recognition of his thoughts 
and actions by adults who were recognised by 
other adults.
(b) Through the satisfaction of having contributed 
to community welfare.
(c) Through developing ability to assume responsi­
bility for some community activities.
(d) Through giving of self as well as material pos­
sessions in offering plans, presenting ideas, 
and making things.
(e) Through developing a feeling of independence 
in self-expression.
(f) Through having the freedom to maintain his in­
dividuality within the group.
The Values Derived by Children From 
Their Use of the Resources of Their 
Community Vary According to the Ways 
in Which the Contacts are hade and 
Used.
There were a number of incidents collected wnich
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could be grouped under the heading: Using the Services of- 
Talented and Skilled Adults in the Community. In analyzing 
these incidents it was found that in some cases the children 
mereljr called to mind certain facts that they already knew 
about these adults, and thus found help in analyzing some 
problem they were discussing. In other instances, the serv­
ices of people were secured by having them come to the class­
room and give talks or give demonstrations. This brought 
about a person to person contact which, of course, has a dif­
ferent value from that of merely calling a person to mind. 
Others used the services of individuals in their community by 
asking for assistance of expert advice on some piece of work 
already under way. This working side by side with the adult 
gave still another value. One group joined in an enterprise 
requiring the assistance of adults over a long period of time. 
This continuity of relationships In an undertaking represented 
a value not evident in the contacts already mentioned.
All of these methods of getting help from community 
people served some purpose, but the values to the children 
varied according to the way the contact was made and used.
In the incidents under each of the fourteen types of 
uses of community resources, the writer found that the values 
in children's activities varied in a manner somewhat similar 
to that presented in the above illustration. Tor this reason 
several incidents were selected for each of these fourteen 
types. It seems possible that in further studies involving
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more schools in more varied settings and a greater number of 
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